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NSF/PARTNERS IN ELEMENTARY SCIENCE: CASE STUDY IN STRENGTHENING SCIENCE
TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

ADMINISTRATOR'S FINAL REPORT

NSF/Partners in Elementary Science (NSF/PIES) was.funded in 1987 by the
National Science Foundation as a model Teacher pahancement Project. Its

goal was, to develop and test a program to help elementary teachers
strengthen their science teaching bY addressing two areas df need:

to strengthen elementary teachers' cdnfidence-in teaching inquiry
science in the classroom (what we came-to call _"Hands-on, Minds-on

,

Sdience");

to help teachers overcome forces inhibiting the teaching of science
(classroom management problems, lack of resources, pressure io focus
on other subjects, ladk of administrative support).

The project officially ended in June 1989 when the second cycle of NSF/PIES
Fellows completed their program. Hbweeri our cOimiithent to the
participants has continuedthis past year and will continue for many years
to come. We can now say with confidence that NSF/PIES has developed an
apprr-nch to teaCher enhancement which shoUld be considered by othera
interested in idproving elementarY-science eduOction.

Organization of the Report: As with,all complex programa, there were many
COmponents of NSF/PIES. This report will present the various aspedis of
the prdgram in chronolog1cal order.

Staffing: both the selection of staff and planning by them;

Participants: recruiting and skacting 50 eledentary teachers/year
from our.area schools (November-March_of each year);

Spring pre-institute workshops: 2 Saturdays in March and April to
introduce cbncepts and individuals;

Institute: 3-week, non-residential sudmer program in July
(Facilities, Science Strands, Writing, Student Program);

Academic year follow-up (Resource Teacher, Workshops, Workshops for
Principals, Evaluation);

Continuation (Science/Resource Workshops, Leadership Training).

Each section will include a brief description, including changes between
the first cycle (1987-1988) and the second Cycle (1988-1989) of the
program, followed by suggestions to other administrators starting,similar
projects. References will be made to the evaluator's report which appears

^ r
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as Part II of this Final Report. Every effort his been made to not
duplicate the information and recóihendations' found-in that report.
NSF/PIES staff have also prepared publications-on this project a list
appears at the end of_this report.

Background: The NSF/PIES (Partners in Elementary Science) Project was
sponsored by the Five College/Public School Partnership - a ichool/college
collaborative initiated in 1984 to share resources and strengthen
comhunication between the 43 school systems in the four western
Massachusetts counties and members of the higher education consortium, Five
Colleges, Inc. (Amherst, Hampshire, Mount Holyoke, and Smith Colleges, and
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst). One of the first planning
Committees formed.within the Partnership was made up of science teachers
from the elementary, secondary and college level.' Within six months, that
original committee had split intO committees of high school and college
faculty in physics, biology,and chemistry. The elementary teachers, who
felt left out in the reorganization, began searching for school and
college ;cience faculty wno would underitand their Unique needs. The
NSF/PIES proposal developed from these meetings. There ts-no doubt that
the strength of the initial design and the quality'of the staff was assured
by the careful planning done'by the proposal-writing committee.

STAFFING

The original proposal to the,National Science Foundation included a
teaching staff of three school faculty, two college faculty (serving as co-
directors), and two staff members fr2m the Hitdhcock,Center for the
Environment. The staff also included an eValuator,and a project
administrator (Coordinator of the Five College/Ilublic School-Partnership
and author of tnis report,) While there'was-some Change in personnel among
the schoolfaculty as other responsibilities and profeszttonal opportunities
arose, the mixture of school, college, and environmental center teaching
staff remained: Each teaching staff member also brought A strOng-
bacyground.in science, a philosophic commitment to the hands-on, minds-on
approach to teaching science, superb teaching skills, and a willingness tol
take the time to plan_together. A list of the NSF/PIES staff members
appears at the end of-this report.

Theevaluator's final report lists the shared philosophic goals of the
Ataff. as one of tne-strengths of the project._ While careful selection-of
staff obviously contributed to such a common philosophy, it was equally
important to balance the staff to reflect the diversity within our
community. In the long run, the willingness of the staff to take time to
discuss issues thoroughly and to confront differing styles- and assumptions
was surely as important as initial selection.

Administrative Suggestions: Staff of any prpject must simultaneously:

reflect the diversity of thepartners (school/college/ science
center, primary/intermediate, urban/suburban/rural);

3r7
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ncourage challenging, intellectually simui.ating discussion which
forces the'staff to-be ail reflective of tile prograth'ii-partidipants

will be askea to be in their own classroom;

include administrative support so that staff who have other academic__
year responsibilities will not get bogged down in mailingi:and

deadlines;

include enough-planning time so that stafg can talk through
alternative ways-to provide Support for participants;

develop a climate of mutual support that makes participation in the
project-personally rewarding,and models the sharing of resburces and
ideas so vital to strengthening our elementary scienCe prograths.

PARTICIPANTS

In the first cycle of the project (198771988), Mostof the 52 elementary
teachers were recruited from the_five,Schobl-systems which had participated-
in prepariug the proposal - 24 teachers came from two of those'systeis (a
total of16systems were represented). 'In the second CYcle (1988-19891;
teachers from all 43 systems were invited -CO participate. We had 40
teachers from 20 systems participating. (TeaCher cutbacks during the spring
discouraged some-of these accepted from actually attending). Since the
institute was not residential, most. of our participants came from school
systems within-a hour's-drive of Hampshire_College. Berkshire-County
schools, which make up 10 of our school districts.andare all more than an
hour's drive away, had only 3 participanta from 2 systems.

Each year-participants were nearlrequelly divided betwevn,primary and-
intermediate grades. Each year inuluded.teachers from self-contained
classrobms, froth grade-ievel teams, and from-special serVices including
special education teachers, gifted and talented coordinators hi-lingual,
and ESL teachers. ,There were many more women than men (ratio-each year.of
9:1) 7_ accurately reflecting the staffing of-our elementary schools. Each
participant received a $680 stipend and could reqeive-3 graduatecredits
through the University of°Massachusetts.

Administrative_ SuggestiOns:' It is tempting to recruit partibipants from,
only a fe0 school systems - publicity is easier and participants Can'rely
on pach other for support in the future. Our experience in this project,
and in all 'Partnership programs, has been that there is a delicate balance
between encouraging colleagues to participate together, on the one hand,
and having a program dominated,by pre.=established cliques, on the other.
Any program trying to promote the sharing of ideas and resources must
confront this issue either by actively recruiting from the widest possible
rango of schools or by encouraging the formation of cross-district teams
within the program itself. -Recruiting for established programs fa much
easierf,all a our second-year participants repOrted -having been encouraged
to.a:mly by first-year participants (at school, in the community, through
friends, at professional meetings.) A, list of the NSF/PIES participants

appears at the end, of this report.
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iPRING PRE-INSTITUTE WoRKSHOPS

All participants_were asked to collie to two Saturday workshops (one in
r March, one in April). There were four goals for these,two daysm

'to allow the staff,to meetthe participants so that through
conversation andsan extensive questionnaire:we could be sure that
the summer institute program wouldlbe appropriate;

,

to introduce participants\to-the staff, the buil.dings,'snd the
Program (fotr 3-hour activities introduced the comPonents of the
summer institute);

to give the participants sitple activities to try with their
students during the spring so,that,they would not arriVe at the
indtitute saying ',my kids couldn't-do/wouldn't likethis...";

to build a sense of, comMunity and reduce the anxiety that makes the
first days at,an institute sotiring.

NSF/PIES was, in fact, the, first Partnershi0 institute whiCii included a
pre-institute program. 'Based on its success, we now include it whenever
possible in cur programs - and always regret not including it when it seems
too difficult to arrange. From an administrative view,the pre-institute
events also help establish deadlines for the staff, thereby aVoidinga
late-June panic.

AdMinistrative Suggestions:- Projects-which-draw-participants from great
distances usually cannotoffer pre-institute workshops. However, suCh
events-Contribute immeasurably to the confidence thatliothstaff and

. participants bring to the summer program. Since the,events of those days
will,Jor better or worse; set the tone eor the program, having ACtivities
that reflect at every level (topics, methodology, pacing,.food, space) the
philosophy, goal:a, and content of:the program is essential.

,

SUMMER INSTITUTE

/FACILITIES '

The NSF/PIESsummer institute was held at Hampshire Collego, home campus
Co-director Merle-Bruno. The college provided us with:

an appropriate space (work tables, good light, air conditioning,
large and small teaching areas, space for a Resource Center);

healthy, clajoyable lunches for staff and participants together in
the Dining Commons;

easy parking;

swimming and gym facilities;

7
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a sense of'bqing'valued-- an attractive campus, a picnic at the
President'a house, and a thoughtful staff.

It was especially impoAant for us to emphasize-the effective use of space
because our public schools, perhaps more zecondary than eliMentary, tend to
ignore the messages giVen by teaching,spaces. The second year=Cf the
Preject, the staff Was offered an interesting,Classroom (the art building),
but felt so strongly about the need for an attractive setting, that they
spent the fourth of ituly weekend painting the walls! ,Work tablei were
covered with,interesUng fabrics, bouquets of wiid flowers greeted_
participants every day.

Each year, the Resource Center was the hub of thephysical apace and of
activity (where the coffee. was). Participants concerned about the poor'
qmlity and high cost of science materials were able to browse through
'excellent, inexpensiVamaterials - to-share,-borrow, and discuas themwith,,
Peg MacDaniel,-the-knowledgeable librarian.from the Hitchcock Center.

Administrative Suggestions: Inappropriate space (rtoo -fancy, ugly/hot,
unsafe, dirty) sendssa clear message to participants (of any age) that they
are noi valued. It is also'ihe worst poSsible model-Of a teaching
environment appropriate for the elementary classroom.

Encouraging participants to examine and discuss curricular materials -
especially thoie appnopriete for their meager school ,budgets - iS clearly
desirable. Going the-next,step to establish a functioning Resource Center
(or to borrow spar.le in'one that already exists) is ideal - both.as a
hospitable area for participants and as a model of supportive educational
environments.

SCIENCE COURSES (STRANDS)

During the firat year, the staff offered 2-hour, week-long "strande. (short
-ceurses-with emphasis on experiential learning) in the-physical and natural
sciences`(Eleciriciti,-,The Slw, Life, Bubbles.). Other c3aPa-time was taken
up with saience-mini-conrse-and lectures/panels on inquiry science,,the
process approach to teaching wrIting, peer observption, curricular
resources', and working with administrators. The second-year, the
:lectures/pandls were revised: science mini-courses, inquilw sciencejind
writing (now limited to journal writing), and curricular resources were
taught vithin the strands. Peer observation was eliminated. The changes
enriched each actence strand (the instructors could now discuss both t)ie
s(ience and the .lethodology) and provided time for more stranes (four one-
week strands were offered)., In response to the differing needs of the
participants: those who wanted more acience topics (usually primary
teachers) and,those who wanted,more depth (usually intermediate teachers),
the four strands were off.Ted at both a beginning and advanced-level.
Participants could take tour introductory strands, three introductory and
one advanced, or two introductory-advanced strands on: Critters'in the,
Classroom, Forces and Structures, Outdoor Science at Your School Site,
Water.- Time was left duringthe final week to offer minirworkshops by
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participants on their areas of special skill (kites, kaleidoscopes, nature
trails, growing pi-ants).

Administrative Suggestions: Teachers, whether staff at an institute_OF7in a
classroom, always want to "cover all-the .essential material" and-It isA,
never poSsible. It is certainly not wssible to:001de elementarY
teachers with the evivalent of an undergraduate degree In science in three
weeks! It is, therefore, essential that the topics choieli reflect an
approach to understanding basic scientific principals ana-misconceptions,
to using resolarces to using thsinquiiy approach to teg$hing, sciencei and
to inviting students' questions that can be applied tonew subjects areas.
The topics will vary with the teaching ciicumstancesikof the participants,
the eipertise of the staff, and,the classroom material* available.
Collectively'the topics.chosen should include differing classroot
management problems (of materials, students, and evaluition strategies).

WRITING

Using writing in-the science classroom as an evaluative tool, for both the
teacher and the student,, evolved over the two Years+. We had initially
-hoped that most of the partiCipants would already be familiar With the
process approach to the teacLIng of writing. 'When it beCame clear that
very few of our participants were using the Writing process = and that it
was not-possible to-introduce it properly in the time available to us, we
confined our eupectation to having participants learn ways to use science
journalss(essentially offering a case study in the process approachto the
teaching of writing).

The first year, we had the ad:l.itional problem of saying that science and
writing,shoule, be integreked, but not havingscience-staff who-could,
themselves, teach about writing. Having, writing coAsUltants, who were not
full=time staff members, reinforced tile separateness of writing. ',The
second year the witting consultants 14orked with the stiff, instead of the
participants, to help-then: develop a more integrated science/writing
program. In subsequent projects (especially the NSF/SpaceMet,space scieace
project for middle school testa:pis), we haVe been more succvssful in
integrating writing into every aspect of the project.

Given these problems we we,43 not surprised that very few teachers reported
using science journals during the academic year'after tha institute. We
have been pleased,that our long-range evaluation indicates that these same
teaeheis, now confident about teaching scienct, have-turned their attention
to stiengthening the role of writing in the science classroom. (However,
the Paitnership and many of the school systems offer programs in using the
process approach to teaching writing. While NSF/PIES has surely
contributed to the increased use of writing in science, it i not the sole
cause.)

Administrative Suggestions: Interdisciplinary teaching is surely
intrinsically' desirable at every level, kindergarten through college.
Furthermore, as the time pressures on elementary teachers increase, eery
effort to have an activity serve more than one skills:ea/discipline helps
both teachers and students. Writing is an especially rich resource for

9
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..I

science teachert -;both toWhelp them (and, the-Student) understand how the
student is thinking about a problem, and to provide a focus for required
Writing activities. In retrospect, including more mathematics - especially
in light of the new NCTM Standards - would also have been,desirable. A

cautionary mote: if the institute staff do not use writing.ss a
teaehing/evaluation tool in the project, the participants will not use it
in their own classrooms.

STUDENT PROGRAM

One of the problems with the inquiry approach to teaching science is that
teachers are often reluctant to try such messy, open-ended, chal,lenging

activities Ndth their students, "the children mill'just make.a mess,
they can't do-anything that-complex... they will get out-of control."
Recognizing that the,only argument against such fears,is working With
children, Nwarranged lor teams of participants to work with students for 7
two-hour sessions. .We,were fortunate to,be'invited to work with,the
Massachusetts Migrant Education Program whose students were in two summer
school programs approximately-a half hour from Hampshire College. The.,

program provided the extra advantage f introducing many of our teachers to
--their first -experience in bi-lingnii classrooms.

It is difficult to determine how successful this cemponeat cq the program
was. It clearly achieved two goals: no teacher left the summer saying that
students can't do/won't like/aren't able to manage this approach to
-science. Iivaddition, both the Massachusetts Migrant Education Prograi and
our staff and participants Z.earned about new resources that they might
otherwise never have discovered. However, the travel time tf:z the sites,

the cemplexity=of working with new students and with another group, ck
teachers limited the-value for sane of the participants. The veiy fact
that this is the only component of the program which we have not tried tc
replicate within the Partnershipindinates our ambiValence.

Stdministrative Suggestions: It is important to determine whether-working
with,children.during a sumMer institute yill enhance the learning
experienee kor teachers. BaseciOn our exierience in this prograth and'a
small Sollow-up project with eight NSF/PIES.graduates (Watson and Konicek,
1990), we have concluded that only if the participants have an opportunity
to work in, depth with a few students, to follow their thinking processes
for a period of time, d6es such a component seem to be of value.

ACADEMIC YEAR FOLLOW-UP

/ RESOURCE TEACHER

The NSF/PIES project was fortunate to have a half-time Hitchcock Center
staff membur available to work with our summer institute'participants

10
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during the academic year., In her 2 1/2 day/week, she served ss:

cheerleader - visitinR and encouraging teachers in their science
activities;

hatilem of resources - bringing, NSF/PIES books and kits from the

Hitchcock Center to the participants to try with their studehts a!1
share with'their bolleagues

master teacher - sometimes teaching classes, but more often teaming
with a participant on a new science unit;

liaison between participants and staff - lling staff what was
actually happening in the classrooms.

A successful resource teacher must have the confidence of the,participants.
Our resource teacher found her job much easier the second year, when.ihe
had'been a fUlly participating staff member during the-summer - and was
therefore known and,respected by_the participants, than-the first year when
a new baby kept her from-actively participating during the summer.

Administrative SuRRestiens: There is no doubt that having a skilled staff
member available during the academic year will greatly enrich any project
in which teachers are asked to make changes in their classroom. This
person must be a member of the teaching staff, i.e. must share the project
history with the staff and participants. It is important to note that this
job is totally unrelated to the administrative support of the project - and
probably should not be combined with it, since administrative details can
swamp good intentions to visit school sites.

WORESHOPS

Each year, participants were invited to 2 re1ease-day- workshcps and 4
afternoon events. These events were planned by a voluntary committees of
participants. The second-year participants invited first-year participants
to join them. The purpose of these events was to:

re-kindle the enthusiasm of the summer;

provide an opportunity for participants co bring their principals to
a reception/lecture-demonstration about the project and Zhe te-..ching
of science;

provide an opportunity for participante to lead workshops on
successful science activities they had developed;

1

I

introduce participants to new resources, including training by GEMS

1

(Lawrence Hall of Science, Berkeley) staff;

an on-going elementery science partnership including

)

-
both participants from the two years, other elementary teachers, and
additional resource people from museums, schools, and colleges.

.
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During the academic year foliowing the program par,ticipants received a
-small stipend ($160) for participating in the after-school activities.
Participants had been granted three release-days by their school ijstems
(with substitute teachers paid by the schools). As part of our goal to
introduce them to new resources and to develop leadership skills, they were
asked to upe two of the days at our workshops and the tbird at a
professional meeting they would otherwise not have attended. Although We
used a number.of sites during the two years to introduce participants to
new resources, we were never able to make effective use of the Resource
Center at the Hitchbock Centnr for the Envirenment is a meeting space
because of its limited capacity (25 in the .largest meeting room),

AdministratiVe Sugaeatisma: Regular follow-up activities for summer
institutes-are essential, both to renew the spirits of all the participants
and to rewar&those who have tried-new classroom projeCts. Inretrospect,
however, asktng the participants to design, carry out, and report on a
claksroom project would have strengthened the program: We now include that
component in sll Partnership institutes. in fact, we now include, whenever
possible, a one-week second summer instituto tr prvVide.a senap of closure
to projects and to help participants start- more-sophisticated projects.
The leadership training projects which were tested in NSF/PIES (and which
will be described in the next section) have led us to a much more
sophisticated understanding of the long-term cummitment any teaMier
enhancement project must make to its participants. )

WORKSHOPS FOR PRINCIPALS

The teachers who helped write the NSF/PIES-proposal believed that one of
the major problems. in improving science teaching was lack of adOinistrative
support. The recentlY published NSTA 4-volume series, Promoting_Science
Among Elementary School_Princinals, confirmed their belief that such
supportis both essential and ceimpleX. During the project we/tried the
followlig approaches to improving aaministrative support in oUr
participants' schools:

workshops for all participants in "Managing "Up" so that teachers
could help administraterp be supportive;

workshop/reception for participants and their principals to
introduce the princiipals to the types of activities and the
philosophy of inquiry science; .

workshops specifically for priapiPals (this series,was plagued by
ice and snow storms and was very poorly attended);

regular personal communication between the travelling NSF/PIES
resource teacher and the building principals;

regular personal communication between the project administrator and
the superintendents &bout the project and the specific activities of
teachers;

12
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. discussion with participantsAuring academic year meetings about
problems and solutions to administrative.support issues (an oral
history of foolish behaviors and suCcessful strategies).

Although we were disappointed that more principals did not attendour
afternoini seminar series (and.that those who did come needed it the least),
we realized that their behavior was hardly surprising. Such a series is,

by definition, threatening ("You are invited because you are not,doing a
good job."). Other more informal, and less threatening, approaches were
more SucceSsful., While we dannot claim to 'have influenced the actual
behavior of'principals, we do know that the participants stopped vieving
their administrators as the reason for the problems in science teaching.

Administrative Suggestions: It is 'clearly vital te keep building
administrators, Supervisors, and others in positions ol authoriM informed
about successful teaching Methods and how they can support theln more
effectively. Finding the proper vehicle (workshops offered within their
own professional organi otion, personal conversation, opportunities to
observe within their and other school systems, for ekample) is a
challenge. It is equally important to give teachers the confidence to ask
for support and the skill (non-threatening, win/win strategies) to secure
it,

EVALUATION

A complete copy of the final evaluation appears as Part II of this report.
The evaluation strategies we used included:

simple questionnaires distributed and collected at the end of each
component (Spring Saturdays, each Friday during the summer, each
release-day or after-school workshop). Questions were: How will you
use what you learned? In retrospect how could the day/week have been
'better? What should we consider in our future planning? The answers
were ubed by the staff for immediate planning;

personal interviews (based on the Concerns Based Adoption Model, see
Part II for explanation and references) of all participants it the
beginning, middle and the end of the year and classroom observations
during the spring of the year. The results were used to adjust the
second-year program and to plan other Partnership programs;

some additional data sources including questionnaires to parents and
interviews with staff. The results were used by the evaluator to
enrich his understanding of the project.

There were a number of advantages, and one problem, with our system. The

advantages, which,greatly outweighed the problem, included:

for staff: easy access to quick, simple planning information;
periodic access to sophisticated information on the effects of the
institute in the classrooms; personal access to the evaltiator
participated in planning meetings and helped us understand the
implications of the data;
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for participants: our rapid response to participants suggestions
demonstrated our respect for their ideas; the interview-observation
process reinforced the statements of the teaching staff that using
the inquiry approach to teaching science was difficult, that it
would take time to feel confident, but that the confidence would
eventually come.

The problem was that we collected too,much data and, therefore, were always
behind processing it. This is exactly the same problem (trying to do too
much) which we encountered in both the science and writing comnonents and
one-which we believe we have solved (at least for the evaluation component)
in our present National Science Foundation space project for middle school
science teachers (NSF/SpaceMet) by limiting the amount of data and setting
more frequent deadlinea for reports.

Administrative Suggestions: Both the quick-and-dirty evaluations of events
and the long-term evaluation of the impact of the project are necessary,
i.e., both formative and summative evaluation. In the-perfect world there
would be a variety-of sources, approPriately analyzed, and provided to the
staff in a timely fashion. In the real world, it.is vital to have some
data, even if it is less than perfect, rbdularly.

The Concerns Based Adoption Model is especially appropriate for projects
which expect real change-in classroom teaching. It is possible to use this
evaluation technique at a number ok different levels Of sophistication
(written questionnaires only, personal interviews, ahd/or classroom
observations) depending on the needs of a project.

It is vital that the evaluation be planned before the project begins (even
if inn:movements are made later) and that the evaluator serve as a full
member of the planning staff throughout the project.

CONTINUATION O

SCIENCE/RESOURCE WORKSHOPS'

In the springof the second year, NSF/PIES began offering a .series of
workshops for both the participants and other elementary school faculty
interested in strengthening their teaching of science. Using,staff_and
participants as presenters, we began a series of self-supporting workshops
which we hope will continue for many years to come. This past year, we
expanded the presenters to include other school, college, and-museum
personnel. Since all presenters at all academic-year Partnership events
donate their time, we were able to charge a $20 fee for release-day
workshops to cover the cost of food and materials and to offer The after-
school workshops free of charge. This year's events will include training
in the chemistry kits developed at Mount Holyoke College, a release-day
workshop devoted to techniques for using plants in the classroom, at least
one workshop on professional opportunities such as EarthWatch, and t.7aining
for elementary teachers in using our electronic bulletin board.

14
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Administrative Sumiestions: If 'science programs are to improve, teachers

need on=going support in locating.new resources. Even teachers who have
participated in programs such as NSF/PIES, have neither the time, nor its
self-confidence, to ball school or college faculty they do not know
personally to ask for assistance. On-going workshop series provide a low-
risk environment for encouraging teachers to use new resources. The
commitment to the-participants, and their school systems, muat extend well
beyond the final date of the grant.

LEADERSHIP INING

During the first academic year,.it became obvious that participants needed
more support than we had initially planned to provide. .It was not thAt
they were not doing ak well as we had anticipated; they were doing better.
They were being successfulin theirclassroom and were mow ready to-help
others. Since we had not,included a one-week second summer institute (as
we do now), we explored five alternatives during the next two years. -

Curriculum development teams in which ko NSF/PIES.graduates
completed proSects they had worked on during the school year so that
they could.be shared with others. (This project wag frankly not
very successful.. Without.a staff member of organize the teams, the
work cOmpleted waa personally_satisfying, but not asiaseful to
others as it could have been. With proper leadership this could
have been a more valuable experience Air the participants and-theti

0
colleagues.):

Follow-up workshop/seminar focusing on scientific reasoning lead by
Co-director Richard Konicek. This was an extremely valuable ,
ekperience for the 8 participants who, working with children, were
challenged to become teacher-researchers observing the student'S
thinking processes (Watson and Konicek, 1990).

Support for participants who wanted to give presentations to other
teachers. We sponsored a number of workshops in which participants
could give presentations, sent participants to regional meetings to
make presentations, and helped them_prepared presentations, posters,
and papers throUgh individual assistance and a seMinar ceries
"Letting Others Know."

Selection of individual participants as staff in the second year of
NSF/PIES and in our middle school ecience project, NSF/SpaceMet.
Nomination of participants to special opportunities (Massachusetts
Lucretia Crocker Scholar; NSF/OperatiOn Physics team Member).

Invitations to participants to serve as participants in, and
planning members of, other Partnership projects.

At last count 81 of our original 92 NSF/PIES participants stili have
teaching positions (3 have retiro because of age or ill health, 2 are
teaching outside the state, 6 have lost their teaching positions because of
state budget cmtbacks). Of those 81 still in our schools,N49 are actively
involved in Partnership activities (26 in leadership roles); we knw of at

s
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least 10 others areactivelY involved'in.other-professionai activities
outside the Partnership; at leaSt 30 have continuedto use the resources of
the Hitchcock Center. loth the Hitchcook Center and the Partnership
regularly receive inquiriei about futIme programs in elementary szieneo.
We are very pleased with these results:

Administrative Sugggstions: We are'very fortunate that the Five
College/Public School Partnership as cnlorganizatios will continue for many
years bayond,the NSF/PIES grant. It is, therefore, poesible fov ue to
ofier on-going Support to participants intoth science education and in
leaeership training. Somehow, all teacher enhancement projects must
acknowledge and accept this responsibility. In the long run it is this
on-goinarsupport surely make the difference betwe.a having just

-
a happy Memory and having strongsoience pregrams in ourschools.

16
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'Publications:

Watson, Bruce and Richaid Ronicek,-Teichirg for Conceptual Change:
Confronting Children'iTaperience," Delta KtIgem,. May-1990, 'P1).680..7686.

Laffond, Wanita Sztoui, "Who Me, Teach Science?" sbmitted toleecher
magazine.

Merle Bruno, Richard Monicek, and-Thomas Wolf are completing articles tzi

submik,sei*n.
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NSil/Partnership in Elementary_Science Staff

Co-directors

Merle'Bruno, Natural Science, Hampshire College
Richard Konicek, Sehool of Education, University of Massachusetts

:

Science faculty

'Mary Gugine, Holyoke Elementary Schools (seCond,year)
Wanita Sioui Laffond, Buckland-Shelburne Elementary School (se7...ond

year)
Peg McDaniel, Librarian, HitchcockCenter for the Environment (both

.years),
Susanaitchiell,,Amhertit Elementary SnboolScience_Coordinator (first

year)
Karen Pedersen, Resource'Teacher, Hitchcock Center for the

Environment. (both-academic,years, second.summer)
George Smith; Science Departient.Chair and Woodrow Wilson Master.

Teacher,"South Hadley High School (first Year)
Terez Waldoch, Wildwood School, AMhlrat (both,years)

Workshops for Teachers (h;:lraging Up") and Principals on Administrative
-

Support

a
Gwen, Van Dorp; Associate SuPeftntendent, Mohawk Trail Regional

Schools ,

Consultants on Prbcess Writing

Marna Bunce, Athherst Public, Schdols
Marilyn Gass, Psychology/Education. Department, Mount Holyoke College
Charles Moran,' Writing project, University of Massachusetts

EValuator

Thomas Wolf, Associate Superintendent, South Hadley Public Schools

Project Administrator

_ Mary Alice B. Wilson, Coordinator, FiVe_CollegejPublio School
Partnership



1987 anct 1988 NSF/PIES Fellows'

Agawam: Ann Bradford, Barbara'Daubitz
Amherstt RiChard Berman, Barbara.Rynerson, Louise Stark, Debbie Teece, Lisa

Yaffee ,

Ashfield: Poppy Doyle, Katherine First, Budge Litchfield, Debbie RobidOux
Belchertown: Deborah Jacaeon, Sherry Sajdak, Cindy White
Bernardston: Diana Campbell
Bucklandz-Shelburne: Wanita, Sioui Laffond

East Longmeadow: LoUisa-Mak Bouchard, Diedra'Paczkowski
Goshen: Rita,Horn
Granby: Maureen Bail, Louise,Cox, Betsy Dickinson, Claudette Finck,

'Patridia O'Neill, Margaret O'Sullivan, Shirley Pion, Betty Rice,

Dretta Weaver
Great,Barrington:-Coreen NeJame
Greenfield: Ditnise.Petrin -

Hampden: Gisela Leven
Holyoke: Marguerito Buskey, TI:omas Cadigan-, Cecelia Cauley, Julianne Deni,

Patricia Eagan, Maryellen Fisher, Sylvia Galvan, Carole Gamache,
Teresa Greenwood, Mary Gugino, Nary Kay Haller, Mary Haradon, .roanne
Lamoreaux, Christine Leary, Catherine Long Judy McGinty, Jody
-McNally, Gwen Morrissey, Debra Sicilia, David Zudcal6

Leverett: David Hammond
tcingmeadow: Grace*yden, Kriktina,Gagne, paula LewisNina_Skolsky Ina,

Tober _

Ludlow: :Betsy Koscher, Lenore Paul
Northampton: Phyllis Bouthilette; Joanne Parsons
Northfloqd: Laura DiBari:'
Old'Dperfield: Mark Foley, Donna Patterson, Irene Woodard
Pittsfield: Kerry Campbell Ross, David Cooper
Shutesbury: Elinor'Saltz
South Hadley: Ruby CostaBonnie Crowe, tob Fitzgerald, Jane Golob, Tom

Kennedy, Barbara LaCorte,.Sindra Manijak, Deborah-O'Brien, Peggy
Murphy-Richardson, Margaret Riddle, Marilyn Simpson, Nancy Sinclair,

Janet Smith, Eugene Turcotte.
-Southwick: Nancy English, Joyce Zippe
4ringfield: Gail Healey, Judith Schwabe, Linda Wilson
Williamsburg: Kat4leen Ch,landa, Pamela Lalribid, Patricia Lessie, Diana
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INTRODUCTION

"Encouraging the class to construct paper airplanes
in the classroom was not:the kind of science
experiment I wouldilave eXpected.to be invested in-
Yet these were the experiences in which the,plass
became the most actively invOlved and for which we
received the most positive feedback.., my learning
was a direct result of the risks I took in assuming
the role olf facilitatOr as opposed to instructor. I

also learned that ownership is important in ,scienge
process... ownership of ideas, conclusions, and projects

, seems to,stimulate investment and interest."

am encouraged to say that I have a new insight into
how I can teachsecience in a way meaningful, to my
students...Using the assigned,text book series selected
by our curriculum committee, I haVe for six years been
unsure about what my students were4learning. The past
three weeks I have a ,betptir idea about what has worked
and what I would like techange. . I see the tremendous
value of teaching science-through inquiry. This method
along with a valid writing program,involves the students
:in their learning far more than'textbooks."

"PIES motivated me to seek out courses designed
especially for teachers concentrating on how students
learh. Cooperative learning groups are blossoming in my
clasd'room in math and science... I feel I .have become a
professional" in teaching. At the sathe time I'm still
learning."

These quotations are from NSF PIES Fellows and reflect
the strong feelings that participating teachers have for the
project. While NSF PIES originally was funded as a two year
project, it was extended into'a third,summer and still
attracts Fellows to school year" meetings held through the
Five College Public School Partnership. Clearly, the project
has been very successful in meeting its major goalt.
Teachers currently are using hands-on inquiry science in
their classrooms. They have materials and resources that
they didn't before. They feel more Confident about-teaching
science. More important, they feel comfortable with the
inquiry process arid responnding to stUdent questions for
which they are not the source of all right answers. They
have established informal networks of colleagues which are a
source of intellectual stimulation and support. While most
of the teachers speak of disseminating ideas and materials
informally, a number of them have received grants and
fellowships, some of have gone on to graduate study in
elementary scienbe education,,others work as staff members
for SFACEMETmhich is another NSF funded science program
sponsored by the Five College Public School Partnership.
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The remaiffr of this-report is divided into:two
sections. The first ip a summary report which looks at NSF
PIES as a successful staff'development project and analyzes
the reasons for its su;cess. The second is a series of
presentations and,discussions for 'doh major data source'used
in the process. All of the questionnaires and interviewc
protocols are included in the Apbendix One. Appendix Two
includes the criteriaused by the people who '1!ade the
claSsroom observations for the project. Itnpendix Three
includes a full chronology of project events..

NSF PIES FT.? Report
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SECTION ONE

NSF PIES as a Successful Staff Development Program

There are some key indicators of the NSF PIES' Project
success as a staff development program in elementary science.
Two years after, the NSF PIES Project funding has ended, the
Five College PartnerhSip helps to design follow-up activities
fcr the Fellows and other elementary teachers interested in
science curriculum and the inquiry method. Both first and
second year Fellows remain active in science education in the
area in a variety of-ways. Individual:school districts have
increased their support for elementary science and tile
inqutry method within the constraints of problematid state,
and local budgets. There are some good reasons for'fhe '

program's success; none of them.surprising. NSF PIES
exhibits important characteristics of a successful prOgram;
and the rest of this section looks at these prograffimatic
featured.

-

A number of specific featate-6- of suCCesdful staff
development programs which can be mentioned here and which
are mentioned often by the-NSF PIES Fellows Are important
strwigths of the projectl.

First, the NSF PIES staff was eXperienced ih both
working with elementary teachers and inquiry
science. Most had experience teaching science to
elementary students. Staff responsible for process
writing had the same important experience.

Second, there was plenty of relevant content. Tne
content was practical, teachers could use it their
classrooms, it fit their curricula and
developmental needs of their students. Moreover,
the content came with the theoretical and
methodological underpinnings which would enable the
teachers to incorporate it as part of their
teaching style and not just as someone else's
recipes.

Third, there was enough follow-up. Not only were
there meetings throughout the school year, but a
staff member was available-for any teacher who
wanted assistance on-site in his/her school.
Teachers were given memberships to the Hitchcock
Center and access to the Center's materials and
consulting help when they came to look for
resources. Moreover, follow-up was available in
the Year Two summer for Year One Fellows in the
form of curriculum development stipends and in Year
Three summar for both sets of Fellows in the form
of an _dditional course.

NSF PIES Final Report
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Fourth, there has been ample and varied time for
collegial interaction. Planning groups met
regularly during the summer to plan for the
practice teaching in the Mass Migrant Education
Program,and support each other'S learning. Follow-
up meetings during the year gave-Fellows both
structursd and unstructured time to share thedr
experience. MeetingS of interested Fellows to 'Plan
project activities also gave those people involved
in the planning additional opportunity for sharing.

Finally, although it is not mentioned as often,by
Fellows, the projsct helped them by involving their
administrators and showing them how to "manage up,"
enlist the support of building and digtrict
administration.

While the evaluator feels these specific characteristics
are necessary for successful staff development programs, he
sees a set of principles which need to serve as part of the
framework in which any subject-oriented staff development
program must set.

1. There is a clear shared yision of edudational Aeals
and philosophy. Much Of the effective schools research
points to ihe.need for people to understand and-commit to a
shared set of values and goals. Most of the NSF PIES staff
came to the-project with ektensive experience in and
commitment to hands-on inquiry science. Merle Bruno had been
one of the early curriculum developers for ESS. Richard
Konicek had been operating both undergraduate, and graduate
programs in science educations based upon a cogstructivist
point of view. The-staff at the Hitchcock Center had
previous grants in teacher .training from NSF which were
fobussed on the same kinds of curricula and methodology. Two
of the staff members from, the schools had previously run NSF
teacher training projects in ESS materials for their peers.
The planning for and implementation of the project waS
informed throughout by a similar point of view. Thus, the
NSF PIES Fellows consistently received the same implicit and
explicit message. In addition, while the Fellows differed
in their experience with inquiry science and their teaching
settings, they all came as elementary teachers-having Made
the commitment to learning more science theory and classroom
Practice.

Differences in this shared vision produced some of the
more problematic moments in the life of the project. Initial
planning meetings brought together university and school
people, writing and science people, and urban and small
school district peoPla. There were some strong differences
between the writing and science people even though the
planners assumed that process writing and inquiry sctence had

NSF PIES Final Report
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their roots in common assumptions about learning and how
students construct meaning. Moreover, data from the project
seem to indicate that it was not possible to convey the deOth
of purpose and vision about both discipline areas. While
some teachers report that they are integrating writing with
science, the success of the project is better indicated by
the number of teachers who are implementing inquiry science
by itself.

It is interesting to note that there was some confusion
on the part of the Year One Fellows as to what inquiry-
science was. Some understood it as providing students with
active "hands-on" learning experiences. Others knew that
hands-on activities were just a -biece of a larger "minds-on"
proceSs whiCh involved-dtudente in generating questions for
study, developing experimental situations, and drawing
conclusions from the data gathered from these experiments.
When this confusion emerged from the data in Year One, there
was agreement among Project staff that summer workshop and
school year activities needed to be redesigned to directly
address the confusion between "hands-on" and "minds-on"
activities.

Differences,between urban and emaller school districts
surfaced both during the planning process and the first
summer. Needs of teachers, system reSources, flexibility of
bureaucratic response were issues that highlighted the
differences between urban and rural/suburban schools during
the planning process. The.different school system norms and
needs proved to be problematic. Early in the first suMmer, a
serious split_developed between some urban and small system
teachers around issues of multicultural education and dealing
with diversity. Some small district teachers dismissed the
distinctive needs of minority students.- Project staff dealt
with this insensitivity and the resultant anger for most
Fellows; but, the residue adversely influenced a few Fellows'
commitment tp the project.

These issues raise interesting questions. Staff
development programs must model and hot just preach the kind
of learning environment they hope to have teachers create for
their students.- Is it possible to maintain both a shared
vision and the kind of heterogeneity that makes for a rich
educational experience? If the research is seriously
questioning both the effectiveness and equity of homogeneous
grouping with students, how can educators design such
programs for themselves?

The evaluator feels strongly that differences in
experience and needs does ),It have to interfere with having a
shared vision. In fact, the NSF PIES Project worked through
the issues listed above; and, the program was very

NSF PIES Final Report
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successful. What is required ie a reaffirmation of the
values and assumptions abovt learning and growth that brings
people together.

2. There is a theoretical model wbich mirrors the ways
in which teachers will first encounter. begin to maste r. and
share the ideas and activities Oth 2tham. The ConCerns
Based Adoption Model is good way of conceptualizing the way
in which teachers first encounter and then adapt an
innovation for their classrooms. A full explanation and
citations for CBAM appear in Section Two. Briefly, CBAM
holds that a teacher moves through a process of:

learning about an innovation.; -

planning to use it;
beginning use in which he/she id mostly
concerned about how it works and management;

becoming comfortable with it and,gradually
adapting it to maximize its effect 'on students;

and, sharing his/her experiences and learnings with
colleagues in developing new directions based upon the
innovation.

An outline of the project's four years (three NSF funded
and one locally funded) shows th.3_mOdel of learning and
growth.

Year One - There was a major emphasis on hands-on
science and becoming comfortable with what that
looks like and feels like in the cThssroom. Follow-
up work was focussed on collegial sharing and support
and on curricular extensions.

Year Two - The project câmbineds hands-on and minds-on
science into a more comprehensive picture of inquiry
science for teachers. In addition, Year One Fellows
worked during the sedond summer in beginning
dissemination activities of writing curriculum for
distribution to peer's. Follow-up work was focussed on
minds-on science, collegial sharing, and an increasing
emphasis on different forms of'dissemination.

Year Three - The summer work moved into a more complex
process of analyzing how students construct scientific
meaning, how they develop scientific misconceptions,
and how classroom exporiences might be designed to
challenge these misconceptions and move students to
a more accurate understanding of scientific principles.
Dissemination included participation in regional
and national conferences. Some of the Fellows moved
into graduate programs, staff position in othar staff
development prograMs, and science resource people for
either state grants or istrict pregrams.

NSF PIES Final Report
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Year Four - Dissemination,activities_continued through
graduate programs, individual Fellows' work, continuing
workshops and meetings throughout the year,
presentations at conferences, and articles.

It:is also interesting to note that the program's
increasingly-complex'programs and widening perspective
roughly parallels BlooM's Taxonomy of,Cognitive Objectives.
Activities in-Year One can be seen-at- focuSsing on
understanding-the concepts of inquify science and beginning
to apply them in,the Classroom. year Two continues the
process of application and begins.to analyze the nature of
inquiry science,. The summer program in Year Three involves
Fellows in,analysis of how students construct scientific
meaning and the synthesis of that knOwledge that will enable
them to design activities and'Orograms-based up0n the
Students' construction of knowledge. Throughout the project,
there is, a growing emphasis on evalUation which,can he seen
fin- the increasingly complex dissemination And-support
activities.

The evaluator does-not subscribe to the idea that the
taxonomy is a ,rigidly chronological set of stages that all
people must go through or that higher levels, are necessarily :

better than lower ones-. However, the successful CSAM
research in the stages that teachers go through as they adapt
innovations has been applied to thoughtful work on how to
design successful staff development interventions based upon
the stages. There are definite parallels between, the two
models in the increasing levels_of complexity Ond _widening
sense of perpective.- The NSF PIES design has both the
increasing complexity and widening perspective; and, the
evaluator believes that future NSF programs should consider a
similar developmental model in developing long range plans.

3. Teachers need to be treated as theoreticians as well
as practitioners and an effective staff development program
must be a módel of the reflective Proces6 it encourages its
participants to gp through. One often hears teachers talk
about successful workshops as thosewhich give them things to
use in their clasdrooms. "Make and take" has been a phrase
used to describe experiences which fill teachers' hands with
things to do. The evaluator agrees that a consultant needs
to: establish credibility by knowing what will work and what
will 'not in the classrooth; that teachers need to be able to
use a wide variety of materials and -activities; and they
don't have the time to research or develop the full range of
materials and activities that will add to their
effectiveness in the classroom. However, unless teachers,
understand that they are constantly engaged in action
reSearch, that their choice and modification of materials is
a reflection of their values and assumptions about lc-ming
constantly at work, and that becoming conscious of that
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critical eye will deepen and enrich their teaching, the
materials they prize will quidkly lose their appeal and
become old stuff to them and their students. However, if
teachers can recogni,e the assumptions about learning
important to them and understand how they can test-their
espoused theory against their theory in action, they will be
in control of the materials they use and not vice versa.

The NSF PIES Project was an excellent-example-of a
reflective model. It made several important adjUstments from
Year One tp Year Two based upon the Fellows' feedback. Lt
involved them in the evaluation and planning for all the =

follow-up activities and used them as presenters at a number
of the follow-up meetings. NSF PIES staff actively recruited
Fellows to design and deliver presentations at regional and

.national Meetings._ Year pfie and Year Two Fellows saw_the_.
ways in which the summer program developed -as they pushed-at
the_concepts of hands-on, inquiry science And constructivist
theory. Finally, the project designed a great many
activities which involved teachers in collegial relationships
around the cycle, of planning implementation, evaluation, and
redesign or.reaffirmation.- Thus, the Fellows not only saw a
reflective model at work but had the opportunity to \

participate in the model at every step of the program,

4. An effective staff development program must have some
of the characteristics of a temporary system, or be able to
operate as if it Weee a part of loose'ly,coupled system, whil,e
still maintaininig efficient organiiation and communications '
,medhanisms. Teachers' limes are beset by bureaucracy,
schedules, and other people'agendas (district curriculum and
teachers' guides, community norms, etc.) Moreover, the
rationale for staff development programs most often center on
manipulating teachers in sothe way that will produce better
students. Effective staff development programs use the
characteristics of temporary or loosely coupled systems to
treat teachers as peopca in their own right, as
people who have individual goals for their own *evelopment as
adult learners, who come together as a community Of
professionals around a body of theory and practice in which
they are interested and have expertise.

The major features of a temporary or loosely coupled
system are that it is outside the customary bureaucracy and
bureaucratic control and hierarchical structure, that it is
flexible and responsive to the needs of the participants,
that the substance of the system lies outside the
bureaucratic structure and is meaningful to the participants,
and that the participants feel empowered as co 'eagues and
decision-makers.

The evaluator feels the NSF PIES Project has been such a
system.

NSF PIES Final Report
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First, it has been organized through the Five
College Public School Partnership, an organization
that is'not tied into local or state bureaucracy.
Moreover, each schooi system had to agree to
support participating Fellows by releasihg_them
three times durjng the school_year in order to
participx4 :in follow-up activities. One'of the
features of the -Project is that leadership has come
from both staff membets 'arid Fellows, wii,h school
teachers sómetimes derving-as staff-members and
working collaboratively With uni-Versity or
Hitchcock'Cehter staff. The logistics and creature
comforts for-the summer workthops and follew4up
sessions were well-planned for and not
characteristic of the usual staff development

, programs. ,

Second, the project was definitely responsiVe to
Fellows', needs. Feedback wat actively andoften
asked for, and program changes were made in direct
resOonse to Fellow& suggestions; Fellows were in
on all-the planning at soon as the project began to
function during the fir4 spring.

Finally, NSF PIES offered teachers substance that
was important'to them: a philosophy for'teaching
science, background science knowledge and. -

curriculum kits end activities that bring the
philosophy and knowledge to ,life for,students.
Moreover, the philotophy, a vision of inquiry
science, was neVer diluted with other agenda. In
fact, it .became stronger and more clearly
articUlated as the project grew in years-two,
three, and-four. Most important, the Fellowt were
not treated as people to be remediated but as
professionals with the experience and expertise to
participate with colleagues in the ongoing
development of the program,

-It Must be said here that the Five C011ege Public School
Partnership,'1,-- ,le outside the customary bureaucracy,
nonetheless was able to provide the necessary_logistical and
communications support for the project. There Were,few4 if
any logistical problems. Communication was timely and clear.
It could have just as easily become a problemhwith the
Fellows spread but across a number'of member Ciatricté and
schools. Thus, the projectmas able to maintain its
character as a temporary system without sacrificing
'organization necessary to keep people informed and
interested.

Data show that the NSF PIES Project achieved its major
goals. The NSF PIES Project succcss can be attributed to the
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fact that teachers came,away from the experience feeling ;hey
had gotten ideas and activities to use in their-classrooms;
that they have a:better background in science and more. ,

confidence in teaching it; and that they,better Understand of
the,inquiry process,and hOw,to incorporate-it in science and
other subjects. The data contained in questionnaires,
classroom observations and interviews validate these
conclusions. However, the evaluator feels that it is the
larger Context of a staff development prograio which engaged
teachers as adults and-empowered them as .professionals which
will be responsible for the lasting impact of the project.

Empowerment or engagement are current buzzwords on the
educational landscape. They imply a different kind of
educational reform-movement than the top AJown, piandated,
reforms that followed reports such as A -Nation'at Risk: ,
In this scenario, the téacher-iS.a refTectiVe practitioner, a
researcher who has a respongibility to build -curricUlum and_
test his/her ideas in the classrboM. The teacher fs a
professionql colleague with,responSibility to the other
teachers with Whom he/she works. The teacher is an aduTt
learner Who can sensitively translate ht.:Iher experience as a
learner into meaningful experiences for students.

The NSF PIES Project provided a staff development
orogram consistent with this model of edudational change.

NSF PIES Final Report
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SECTION TWO
DATA SOURCES ,

Level of Use (Loll) Interview

LOU ProCess

11

, The LoU Interview was developed as,part of the Concerns
Based Adoption Model (Hall, Wallace, and Dossett, 19731.,
(Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, and Newlove, 1976), (Hall arid:
Lbucks,-1977) -Mall and Loucks,'1978Y., The central theory is
that tpachers go:through a developmental process as the
adopt Any innovation. These staged are as follows (Loucks,
iX77):

Non-Use - No action is,b?.ing taken with respect to
',he innovation. The -user (teacher) has no
Knowledge of jt.

I. Orientation - The user (teacher) is seeking,
information about the_innovation, bow it works,
what pet*onal impact it will have, etc.

Preparation - The user (teacher) is preparing to
use theahnovation, has set a definite date.

III. Mechanical - The user (teaCher) is implementing
the innovation in a poorly coordinated manner, has
management and logistical questions.

IVA. Routine - The user (teacher) is comfortable in
using the innovation, ig making'few or no changes,
and has an established pattern of uses

IVB. Refinement - The uder (teacher) is making changes
in his/her use to enhance student outcomes.

V. Integration - The user (teacher) is making
deliberate efforts to collaborate with others in
using the innovation.

VI. Renewal - The user (teacher) is seeking-more
effective alternatives to the established use of
the innovation.

In the case of the NSF ngs Project, implementing hands-el,
on inquiry science in the classroom was established as the
innovation.

For each of the two years of the prOject, the evaluator
attempted to interview the NSF PIES Fellows who were
currently engaged in teachinescienCe in their classrooms in
the Fall and the Spring. He did not interview Special
Education Chapter One, or remedial reading teachers igho did
not teach science regularly while. One teacher each year
became ill and.missed a great deal pf school. One teacher in
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the second year of the program left teaching, For the
remaining teachers, the evaluator sent them a letter mhich
contained a series of dates, a form' on which they could
indicate three choices for interview times', a'stakped
addressed envelope for return,,,and the interview protocol.
In addition, he followed this letter up with telephone calls .

to sChedule, those teachers who did'not reply. For the most
part, this process was very successful; and,, most of the
teachers were interviewed in the- fall and ,spring.

All of the interviewS-were conducted by phone. ,In -
addition -to -the LoU questions (see Appendix-A) the evaluator
asked the NSF. PIES Fellows'the following questions:

-- Has your participation in the NSF PIES Project had
any Impact on you as teacher (individuals were asked to
comment an thei sanspwerl? ,

--What would' you say are,the mor strengths of the NSF
PIES ProjeCt'i

--What Would you say are the major weaknesses of the NSF
PIES Project?-

The evaluator looked at the data froM these interviews
in twp ways. First, he placed' the teachers at different
Levels of Use according to the interview interpretation
protocols. Second, he grouped the responses to the four
questions above and the second LOU Question (What would you
say are the strengths and weaknesses of hands-ou inquiry
science) into general categories. The data from these four
questions are an important source of Fellows' percePtions
about the Program and its impact on them and their teaching.

LoU Data.

Data show that teachers in both years grew in their
comfort with and ability to adjust to hands-on, inquiry
science. Table One presents the LoU data for the Year One

, Fellows; Table Two presents the LoU data for the Year Two
Fellows.

Table One.
Year One NSF PIES Fellows LoU

Fall (n=38) Spring (n=39)
Level of Use

0 ANon-Use 2 (5%)
I Informational
II Preparation 4 (il%) 2 (5%)
III Mechanical 12 (32%) 1 (3%)
IVA Routine 16 (42%) 27'(69%)''
IVB Adjustment 4 (11%) 6 (15%)._

V Collaboration 2 (5%) 1 (3%)
VI Renewal
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Table'Two.
Year Two NSF\PIES Fellows LoU

Level of,Use
0 Non-Use
1 Informational
II Preparation
III Mechanical'
IVA Routine--
IVg Adjustment
V -Collaboration
VI Renewal

Discussion

Fall (n=36)

15 (42%),
18 (50%)
3 (-8%)

Spring (n=3

4- (13%)
18.1\56%)
---8 (25%.)''

2 -16%1

13

In both years, the percentage of teachers'wbo were'
concerned with management issues declined,significantly. In
Yeai One, the percentage of teachers 14ho were able to
establish a comfortable routine and in Year Two, the
percentage of teachers who weke able to make-adjustments in
their classroom-to enhance student learning increased
significantly. This growth on the part of the teachers is
important. When teachers cannot develop beyond a primary
concern with management of an innevation,Itheir use will
remain mechanical and may eventually disappear. More
important, their focus cannot-be on the students and what the
students are or are-not 1earning-4,

Other data in this interview substantiate the
evaluator's feeling that the NSF PIES Project played a ma`jor
role in the Fellows' growth in I.heir use of hands-on inquiry
science. However, there are two other factors which must be
taken into account in looking at these &sta.

Fixst,not all teachers came NSF PIES with the
same background knowledgq or training in.pcience,
with the same experience teaching or teaching
science, with the same philosophy about teaching
and learning, or from the same school system.- Some
teachers,entered the prbgrai with a good deal or
experience teaching science from this philsophical
base. Others were to begin teaching science for
the first time after their participation'in the NSF
PIES Summer Program.

Second, unless a teacher's,school district actively
supports his/her participation in hands-on, inquiry
science, the teacher will lind.it difficult to
maintain his/her energy level and commitment. For
the most part, the teachers did indicate a level of
support when they responded to this question in the
Spring. Year One Fellows made 31 positive
comments, 3 indifferent comments, and 14 negative
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comments, Year Two Fellows ai.de 48 positive
commentes 2 indifferent comments, and 7 negative
comments. Host of the negative conments rocussed
on the lack of financial support. Budget shortages
could lead to much larger student-teacher ratios,
less time available for science in the school.day,
less money available for staif deVelopment, and
fewer supplies. All of these factors would
definitelyimpact the degree to which the classroom
teacher could grow in his/her use of hands-on,
inquiry scienoe.

Additional Questions

Neit, the evaluator looked at the answers to three
questions as Jaeasures of teacher perceptioris: (1) the_
strengths and-weaknesses of hands-on inquiry science, (2) how
-th& NSF PIES Project changed them or' their attitudes toward
teaching, and (3) the strengths and weaknesses of the Project
itself. Tables Three, Four and Five present data about each
of these attitudes in turn. Each table presents the totals,
differences between the fall and spring interviews ,for each
'year, anOifferences between each,,year. ,

Strengths, and Weaknesses of Hands-on Inquiry Science

Data

\ While this question is an integral part of the Loll
Interview, the evaluator felt that the responses would be
interesting to isolate. Table Three' presents the results.

Discussion

It is an interesting feature of the responses that every
grouping of the data for strengths show that over 90% of the
responses are focussed on the impact that the content and
approach has on students (students are motivated, students
learn, students benefit, and non-Verbal students succeed).
These responses are'a strong indication that the project has
been successful in not only introducing- teachers to hands-on,
.inquiry science but in getting them to understand and, accept
the set of assumptions which underlie process science aS
well.

One of the features of the date is the difference
between the Fall and Spring responses for Year 2 Fellows.
There is a lessening of responses (from 51% to 44%) for
"students learn the inquiry process" and a growth of
responses (from 10% to 21%) for "hands-on is good for
students." The ditferende is not significant with the high
aggregate percentage for both_times of the year being more
important.

3-4
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Table Three

Strengths and Weaknesses of Hands-on Inquiry Science

. Strengths

Total

(n:385)

1st

Year

(n=177)

2nd

Year

(n=208)

1st Yr

Pall

(n=87)

1st Yr

Spring

(n:90)

Motivates

students

101,(261) 49 (28%) 52 (25%) 25 (29%) 24 (26%)

Students Irn

inquiry proc

179 (46%) 79 (45%) 100 (48%) 36 (41%) 43 (47%)

Hands=on good

for students

57 (15%) 26 (15%) 31 (I5%)' 14 (16%) 12 (13%)

*III students

succeed

21 ( 5%) 10 ( 6%) 11 ( SI) -; ( 5%) 6 ( 71)

Integrates

writing

11 ( 3%) 5 ( 3%) 6 ( 3%) 3 ( 3%) 2 ( 2%)

My contort w

v..: grown

- 12 ( 3%) 6 ( 3%) 6 ( 3%) ( 3%) 3-( 3%)

Other 4 ( II) 2 ( 1%) 2 ( I%) 2 ( 2%). 0 ---

1st 2nd 1st Yr 1st Yr

Total Year- Year Fall Spring

Weaknesses (n:189) (n:88) (n:I01) (n:45) (n=53)

line 63 (S%) 27 (31%) 36 (36%) 10 (22%) 17 (32%)

Manage:mit 45 (24%) 29 (331) 16 (16%) 18 (404) 11 (211)

Materials,

space

43 (23%) 18 (20S) 28 (28%) 6 (13%) 17 (23%)

Idninistrative

stpport

( 41) 6 ( 71) 1 ( 1%) 4 ( 9%) 2 is4%)

Evalnation of

student lrn

17 ( 9%) 3 ( 31) 14 (14%) 0 --- 3 (1%)

Student style

background

6 ( 3%) 2 ( 2%) 4 ( 4%) : ( 2%) : '( A)

Other 4 ( 2%) 2 ( 2%) 2 ( A) 2 ( 4%) A

Ione 17 11 6 4 7

2nd Yr

Fall

(n:119)

29 (24%)

61 (51%1

12 (10%)

7 ( 6%)

2 ( 21)

6 ( 5%)

2 ( 24)

2nd Yr

Spring

,(n:89)

23 (25%)

39-(441)

19 (2111

4 ( 4(

4 ( 4%)

2nd Yr

Fall

(n=60)

lnd Yr

Sprini

(n:41)

24 (40%) 12 (29%)

10 (17%) 5 (15%)

15 (25%) 13 (32%)

1 ( 2%)

6 (10%) 8 (20%) .

4 (7%) 0 ---

1 ( 2%) 1 ( 2%)

2 4
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It is important to note here tnat only three percent of,
the teachers mentioned that hands-on, inquiry science gave
them a chance to integrate writing into science. The NSF
PIES Project began with this'integration as an important
goal. During the first year, more workshop time was directly
devoted to it than during the secr.hd. However, there is no
corresponding difference in the teacher responses.

While the teachers mention-the impact on students-as the
strengths of hands-on, inquiry sCience, they-note managemeh4
issues:as the weaknesses. Time,to,fit it in, classroom
management, finding space and materials, and administirative
support consistently represent over 80% of the responses.
Three things are important.

Firat,_the percentage of respz...nses 'for timeand
materials/space are higher\ than those for classroom
management. MoreoVer, they incre'ase'frOm'the Fill
to Spring for both years 'while the ones for
management decrease (Year One) or stay the same
(Year Two).

Secimd, the percentage of teachers who are
concerned about 4valuating student progresS
increases markedly in Year Two.

Third, the percentage of teachers who tind no
weckness in hands-on, inquiry science,increases in
bot years-- from 9 to 13 percent in Year One and
froM 3 to 10 percent in Year Two.

Teacher perceptions of strengths would seem to place
them at LoU Level IVA or IVB indicating that the project has
been a siiccess. Teacher perceptions of weaknesses would seem
to place them at LoU Level III and indicate they are unable
to escape wc.-rying about management issueS. This seeming
contradiction can be looked in two ways.

First, management issues are imierent in hands-on,
inquiry science., Regardless of the level of
comfort a-teacher has with the procesa or how much
he/she believes in the benefits for students,and
the validity of the process as a way of knowing., it
does take more time and require more space and
materials than a text. In fact, the time and
materials issues are generally more problematic
with other important curricular approaches such as
manipulative math and process writing. It is,
important to note that teacher concerns about
classroom management decreased which indicates that
they are feeling better about their ability to
implement the process. Concerns about finding time
in a schedule crowded with other curriculri*
demands, having enough physical space, and getting
proper materials are out of their control-

, 36
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Second, the percentage of teachers in both years
who flund no weaknesses in the process increased
from the Fall to the Spring indicating that a
growing number of teachers were feeling better
about their ability to implement haAs-on, inquiry
science in their classrooms.

The evaluator finds the difference in teachers' concerns
about evaluating student learning between Year One and Year
TWO interesting. It is consistent with the LOU data which
show that a. greater -percentage laf Year Two teachers are at
Level IVB than are Year Ong teachers. Mone important, the
evaluator feels that the variation reflects a difference in
emphasis of the staff in its designof Year Two activities.
Data from Year One indicated that the teachers had focussed
more on the hands-on aspects of_science than the inquiry,
process. As a...result, the NSF PIES staff focusied mire on
showing teachers how inquiry and reflection were necessary
parts of the hands-on process and tow to integrate "minds-on
science" into their classrooms. this emphasis on reflective
learning is evident in the difference in the dat= between the
two groups of Fellows.

Impact on Me and My Teaching

Data

The evaluator did not ask this question directly to Year
One Fellows in the Fall. However, enough of their responses
to other,questions,could be characterized in this manner to
caUse him to ask the question directly in the Spring and to
Year Two Fellotis. The responses are presented in Table Four.
The evaluator will discuss the Spring responses for both
years as they are comparable.

DiScussion

There were some differences between the two yeturn. The
most noticeable is that a much greater percentage of teachers
in Year Two mentioned that they were using the inquiry"
process more in their teaching as a result of NSF PIES. More
teachers iand a higher percentage) in Year Two also mentioned
that they felt more comfortable with science than did Year
One teachers. These differences are matched by the
difference between the two years in the higher feeling of
personal growth ekpressed by the Year One teachers. Very few
teachers in either 'year talked about either integrating
writing into their curriculum or teaching writing better as a
result of the NSF PIES Program.

It is important for the evaluator to note two things
about this data.

First, while differences do exist in the Year One
and Year Two responses, "using the inquiry
process," "personal growth in the classroom," and
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Total

(n:298) (n:105)

13t

Year

Table Four.

Impact on Me and/or My Teaching

2nd 1st Yr 1st Y:

__Year _ Fall Spring,

(n:193) (n:32) (n=73)

2nd Yr

Fall._

(n:109)

2ni Ir

Spring

(n:84).

Using inquiry

process more

leaching writing

better

112

5

(381)

( 2%)

23

1

(22%)

( 1%)

8.9

4

(46%)

( 2%)

8

0

(25%)

---

15

1

(21%)

( 1%)

54

4

(50%)

( 4%)

35

0

(42%)

---

Persoul growth

(eg. take more

66 (22%) 25 (24%) 41 (21%) 2,-( 6%), 23 (32%)- 25 (23%) 16 11913,

. .risks,

enthusiast)

Comfortable with

science

62 (21%; 25 (24%) 37 (19%) 11 (34%) 14 (19%) 17 (16%) 20 (24%)

Collegial network 27 (.91) 16 (15%) 11 ( 6%) 6 (19%) 10 (14%) 6 ( 611 5 ( 6%)

Access to good

raterials

20 ( 7%; 10 (10%) 10 ( 5%) 1 ( 3%) 9 (121) 3 ( 3%) , 7 ( 8%)

Generwl positive 6 ( 5 ( 5%) 1 ( 1%) 4 (13%) 1 ( 1%) 0 --- 1 ( 11)
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"more comfort with science" tlay all be indications
of the same thing; that the project has been
successful in its major goal of increasing the use
of hands-on inquiry suience in elementary
classrooms. It -is also possible that the greater
number (and higher percentage) of responses in Year
Two which directly mention the inquiry prncess is a
result of the NSF PIES Staff focussing on and
artidulating the "minds-on" (*inquiry) part of the
instructional methodology more in the year two
activities.

Second, as with other data, few people mentioned
their use of writing in the classroom as. an impact.
The small percentage of responses in this Area is a
result of the project's not having enough time or
resources to accomplish two very ambitious goals of
intrz.ducing both hands-on inquiry :4ethodblogy and-
content and writing into the electentary science
curriculum. In addition, the evaluator believes
that asking teachers who weren't already
comfortable with process writing to do both is
contrarrto what research tells us about hlow
teachers adopt innovations.

Strengths and Weaknesses of the NSF PIES 'Project

Data

Table Five presents the data for this question.

Discussion

I.

17

Teachers felt that the greatest strength of the project
were the-learnings (process skillsj science content, and how
to get c1assroom resources) that they experienced. Other
responses with comparatively 'high percentages were the
collegial experience and the chance to share with peers, the
NSF PIES staff, and the increased confidence teachers felt in
the classroom as a result of the NSF PIES experience. The
most interesting differenue between the two years is that
there were many more responses by Year Two teachers than Year
One (280 to 75). This discrepancy is reflected in the
diffetent number of responses in areas such as: the
opportunity for Collegial experience, the learnings that
teachers experienced, the quality of the staff, the
opportunity to practice their learnings during the summer,
and the student outcomes as a result of hands-on,inquiry
science. In addition, a much greater percentage of teachers
in Year One (37%) did not list any strengths of the project
as compared to Year Two teachers (1%).

The most important feature of these responses is the
fact that 96% of Year One teachers and 44% of Year Two
teachers did not mention any weaknesses of the project. In
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?eta!

1st

rear

lele Five.

Strengths 1'4 Weaknesses ai PIEt

2nd 1st Ir lstIr

Year Fall .opring

114 /r

'Pall

lni Ir

Spring

Strengths (n=355) (n=75) (n=280) (n=37) (n=38) (n=152) (n=128)

Collegial exper. 60 (17%) 16421%) 44 (JA) 6'(16% '10 (26%)' 24 ilf%) IO (160

Increased tch

confidence

35 (ICI) 20 (27%) 15 ( 5%) 9 (24%) 11 (291) 8 ( 7 (i%)

:earnings (skills,

content, resourc)

84 (241) 13 (17%) 71 (251) 6 (16%) 7 (18%) 41 (27%) 30 (23%)

Staff 35 (101) 1 ( 33 (12%) 0 --- I ( 31) 21 (14%) 11 ( 9%)

Sutter prograt 11 ( 3%) 2 ( 31) 9 ( 3%) 2 ( 5%) 0 ( 4 1 11)%

Chance to practice 27 ( 8%) 2 ( 3%) 25 ( 9%) 1 ( 3%) 1 ( 3%) 10 '( 7%) 15 (121)

Follow-up 22 ( 61) 3 ( i%) 19 ( 7%) 3 ( 8%) al --- 9 ( 6%)

Logistics

organization

8 ( 2%) --- 8 ( 31) 0 --- o 3 ( 21) 5 ( 4%)

Sitchco . Center 21 ( 6%) 8 (11%) 13 1 5%) 31 8%) 5 (13%) ( 4%) - 7 ( 5%)

Student outcotes 19 ( 51) 0 --- 19 ( 7%) 0 --- 0 --- :5 (10%) 41 3%),

General positive 31 ( 9%) 10 (13%) 24 ( 9i) 7 (19%), 3 ( 8%) ( 7%) It (11%) '.

lo response 30 29 1 14 15

,10

1

1st 2nd 1st Ir Ilt-Ir 2nd Ir 2nd Yr

Iota: /ear Iear Fall Spring Fall Spring

Weaknesses (n=50) (n=3) (n=47) (n=2) (n=1) (n=25) (n=22)

Work v. tigrant

progran

10 (20%) 0 --- 10 (21%) --- 0 --- 6 (241) 4 (18%)

Satter workshop ( 8%) 1 (33%) 3 ( 6%) 1 (50%) ( I%) 1

Satter program

pressure

2 ( 41) 0 --- 2 ( 4%) 0 0 1 ( 4%) ( 51)

Logistics,

organization

10 (20%) 0 --- IC (211) 0 --- 7 (28%) 3 (14%)

More younger

grade level tat

6 (12%) I (33%) 5 (Hi) 0 ---- (1001) 3 (12%) 2 ( 91)

2 eavier science 7 (141) 1 (33%) 7 (151) 1 (50%) C 2 IA) 5 (23%)

Geory

More follow-up . In (2:1) C --- IC (21%) C 4 (161) 6 (27%)

I: response, none 104 74 3: 36 36 15 15
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fact, responses by Year One teachers are negligible. Year
Two teachers mentioned the need for more follow-up, logibtics
and organization, and the interface with the Mass Migrant
Education Program staff and schedule .most often..(20%). -.Some
teach&rs were concerned with the fact that there wasn't
enough science theory (14%). Others Telt the need for more
grade level activities for younger Students T12%).

The most important feature of this data is that
strengths mentioned outnumber weaknesses by over 7 to 1 (355
to 50). This fact is a strong indication of che perceptions
of the NSF RIES Fellows of the worth of the prcgram. Also
important is the fact that the strengths mentioned indicate
that the project has fulfilled its major goal flearnings in
hands-on inquiry science, increased confidence inthe
classroom, and student outcomes) and that the program design
reflects the best in staff development research (the
opportunity for collegial interaction, a strong staff, the
opportunity to practice and follow-up new learnings).

There are some interesting discrepancieS in this data.
While Year One teachers mention strengths about one quarter
as inuch as Year Two teachers, thr7 mention almost no
weaknesses. Similarly, Year Two teachers'are responsible for
mentioning most of both the strengths and weaknesses. The-
evaluator feels this difference is due more to the
characteristics of the two'grouPs of Fellows and not to their
differing opinions of the project.

While Year Two teachers mention the opportunity to
practice at the Mass Migrant Education Program during the
Summer as a strength, they also mention the interface with
the program as a weakness. The evaluator feels that this
discrepancy is an honest appraisal by the Fellowsof both the
opportunities afforded by the Mass Migrant Education Program
and the difficulties of being seen as a "specialist" by the
Mass Migrant Education Program staff who had no real
appreciation or understanding of the-people who showed up in
the afternoons to teach their students.

Finally, the ratio of strengths -td weaknesses goes from
8 to 1 in the Fall to 6 to 1 in the Spring for Year Two
teachers. It is beyond the scope of this evaluation, but the
evaluator feels that the smaller number of responses in two
areas: the learnings gained from the project and the impact
on students should be collowed up.
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Summer Program Questionnaire

Pfocess

Copies of the questionnaires used at the end of the
summer programs Ran be found in the Appendix. Usingshort
instrumentg and informal feedback, Program staff collected
data regularly each week which they used to make adjustments
to the program. The questionnaire used at the efid-l-of the
su,mer to assess teacher opinion wag much longer and was a
combination of multiple choice and focussed open-ended
questions about each segment of the program'. The-
questionnaire's majtir areas of concern were: teacher
perceptiong=of their learnings, the relevance of their
experience and material, and their opinions of the strengths
and weaknesses of the different parts of the program.

In retrospect, the questionnaire was much too long.
First, NSF PIES staff were able to make useful changes in the
program based upon the day to day feedback they gought out
and the brief formative instruments they used along the way.
Second, much of the information used to improve the second
summer was gathered in this fashion and through the
intefviews the evaluator conducted during the year. Third,
the data were repetitive. Asking the same questions about
each segment of the program produced the same infOrmation
again and again;- interegting in the agg."egate, but nct. useful
far program improvement or evaluation.

Therefore, the evaluator has grouped the data and
discussion in the following six sections:

- - an aggregation of the multiple choice responses :

used for both years

- - short answer responses of teacher confidence and
concerns about integrating inquiry science and
process writing into their classrooms (Table
Six.).

- short answer responses of teacher perceptions of
presentations and workshop strands (Table
SeVen).

- - short answer responses of teacher perceptions of
their work in the Mass Migrant Education Program
(Table Eight).

- - short answer responses of teacher perceptions of
the Teacher Resource Center (Table Nine).

- - short answer responses of teacher perceptions of
their work in the pelr planning groups (Table
Ten).
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-- short answeriresponses of Year One teacher
perceptions of relevance of presentations and
wish for additional information'(Table Eleven).

It is important to note-here that all the data lOhow that
the:summer P'rogri-l'were vel'y successful forboth years.

Data 4

Multiple Choice Responses. For each vorkshop-strand,
individual presentation, or piece of the summer program
teachers were asked how well they thought the segment was
organized-and how relevant they thought it was tO their work.
In addition--; for workshop strands or regular pieces of the-
ir7ogram teachers were asked if they thought_they had time to
g0t their questions answered and if they had enough tithe to
sh-re with their peers. The aggregate data appear below.

This (strand, presentation, segment) was well organized.

Strongly Agree 222:
Agree 131
Disagree 25
Strongly Disagree 3

No ()Anion 1

This (strand, prescntation, segment) was relevant.

Strongly Agree 204
Agree 125
Disagree 50
Strongly Disagree 8
NoTOpinion 5

`74.

This (strand, presentation, segment) had enough time for
my questions.

Strongly Agree 137
Agree 83
Disagree 22
Strongly Disagree 3

No Opinion 0

This (strand, presentation, segment) had enough time for
me to share with colleagues.

Strongly Agree 114
Agree 79
Disagree 14
Strongly Disagree 2

No Opini-n 1

Discussion. The data from the multiple choice responses
are o 4whelnjngly poiltive. The profile for each response

4 '3
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TabIeJiz \

Major Project GualS ofIntegiating Inquiryicience_

aud:Process Writing in.Classrooms

Teacher Perceptions of,Confidence 04-Concerns

Summers One and Two

integrating inierl science

f feel cenfident that

1 vill use.inguiry science

I at. comfortable with it

Students ell respond

I have increased-resources.

I have become a better teacher

I have become,a better

observer of students

I will share this emperience

lo response

I have crcerns about

Change vill behard

Integratelor Spanish

speakers

-- Row to,use in SPID rpm .

Time,Janagement

Budget, materials

District curriculum,fit

I nil become unmotivated

I vill eiclude othir things

I.von't integratOtiting

I won't stay focUssed
, .

Weed for follov-up

lo response_

Process Writing

I am confident that'I wil:

Use recording as part-cf science

Integrate writing and science-

Develop good writing projects

Do tore vriting

Involve students

Students will succeed and learn

Increase parent communication

Use writing to-evaluate-more

effectively

Share with others

Ho respente

Total

61 (47%)

32 (25%)

Tear One

34 (44%)

23'(30%)

Year Two

27 (52%)

9 (11%)

II ( 8%) 3 ( 4%) 8 (15%)

17 (13%) 12 (16%) 5 (10%)

1 ( 1%) 0 -1 ( 2%)

2 ( 2%) 0 2 ( 4%)

5 ( 4%) 5 ( 6%) 0

4 4 C

IC (12t) 6 (14%) 4 :(10%)

3 ( 4%) 1 ( A) 2 ( 5%)

1 ( A) 0 ',,. 1 ( 2i)

30 (360 15 (36%) 15 (37%)

20 (24%) 11 (26%) 9(22%)

4 ( 4%)

t ( 7%)

2

1

( 5%)

( 2%)

, 2' ( 5%)

1."(12%)

1 ( 1%) .0 _ 11 2t)

1 ( 1%) 0 1 ( 2%)

3 ( 4%) 2 ( 5%) 1 ( 2%)

4( 5%) 4 (10%) C

20 16 4

,

17 (15%) 10 (1A1 7 (15I)

37 (34%) 18 (28%) 19 (41%)

5 ( 5%) 2 1 3I)

'(3S%)

3 ( 7%)

26 (24%)- 24' 2 ( 4%)

3 ( 3I) C 3 ( 7%)

14' (13%) 6 (10%) 8 ( 17)

1 1 1%) 0 1 ( 2%)

5 ( 5%) : ( 31) 3 ( 7%)

2 ( 2%) 2 ( 3%) '0

5 4 2
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I have noncerns about

Table Sit-, (cont.)

total Tear One tear two

My lack of experience 25 (34%) 18(381) 7 (' 26)

4 t.4%). 2 ( 4%) (71)

Time., management 21 (28%) 13 (27%! 8 (30%)

How to evaluateliriting i ( 11..) 0 1 ( 4%)

to do too.much 4 ( 5%) 2 ( 4%) ;- 2 ( 7%)_Trying

Unmotivated-students 1 ( 11) 11 0,

Student ability 6 ( 8%) 2 ( 41)-- , 4 ( 15)

Students,won't risk 4 ( 5%) 1 ( 2%) 3 (11%)

Lick of-system support 5 ( 1%) 5 (10%) 0

The needlor follow-up support 3 ( i%) 3 ( 61) 0

No response 12 13 9

I learned about inquiry science

'Science as inquiry 10 (17%),

How to use inquiry science 13 (22%)

Hands on is fun and important 13 (24)

low to develop:material,

use rosources

that I need to do tore

2 ( 3%)

2 ( 3%)

How to,integrate ingtury into

other subjects

8 (13%)

I have increased Confidence 5 ( 8%)

That inquiry-science-increase's

motiyation nd self-confidence_

7 (12%)

No response 0

I learned about process writing

ftitinq helps studen:s understand 17 (39%)

How co intgrate writing with science 7 (16%)

Science can-motivate st:ents to write 3-( 7%)

Students can record effectively 2 ( 51)

Row to use the writing process 5 (141)

Drawing is important for younger children (14%)

Nriting nips evalula inquiry science 3 ( 3%)

No response 1
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with over 50%. Strongly Agree and over 84% Agree or Strongly
Agree for each question is clear evidence of the positive
perceptions of the teachers. When the evaluator examined the
individual Questions, he-found that the-only,excePtion to
this positive profile occurred with the questions about the
experience teaching,,in the Mass,Migrant Education Program.
The somewh4 probleMatic responted_to thiedpecific segment
of the-summer 7rogram are consistent with other-data sources
such as the intervieWS,conducted'in the fall and spring.

Short answer responses of teacher "confidence and
concerns about integrating inquiry science and-Process
writing into their claisrooms. l'he goal's of the NSF PIES
project were to get twichers to implement inquiry science-and
process writ-Ing in thair classrooms. Table Sik presents the
data which reflects teachers' confidence and concerns in
fulfilling the, goals.

Discusston. Data indicate'that the NSF PIES Project'was
successful in increasing teach Ts' confidence in implementing
inquiry science in their classrooms and, to a lesser extent,
in having confidence to use the increased resource/3 at their
disposal. It is important to note that 20 of the Fllows
made no response to having any concerns, about implementing
inquiry science. Indeed) this confidence expressed at the
end of the summer workshop is reflected in the LoU data and
%the observation data that was collected during the year.
Expressed concerns about time, management, and materials are
to be expected. These are issues always present in the
curriculum and instruction that characterizes hands-.on
Inquiry learning. Ai the evaluator has said elsewhere,
without the co_Ainued support of building and district-
administration and the opportunity to network with
colleagues, teachers will find it increasingly difficult to
maintain the process in their classrooms over a prolonged
period of tire.

While the data for the writing process is equally as
positive in this suimer questionnaire, the other data
collected during the year do not show as much implementation
as the inquiry science. The evaluator iG not surprised 'by
the difference. First, the project simply did not devote as
much time to the writing as it did to science. ,In fact, the
second year program added the science emphasis'of how to move
from "hands7on" to "minds-on" science and the oppor'4un1ty to
participate in mer' Sci-ende input strands so that there was
even lers emphasis on writing. Second, in the fade of
informa.lon and experience overload, teachers naturally
worked on inteccating the More powerful of the new'
experiences and knowledge bases.

Short answer responses of teacher perceptions of
presentations And workshop strands. The Strands represented
the major science presentations. In the ftrst year, teachers
could only sign up for one strand. As a result of their
concern about missing too much science, the staff reorganized

4 6
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Tableieven.

Tear One and Two Teacher Perceptions of Summer Program

A. Relevance of material coitred - Stands

!njoyable tor student

Pits disi4ct curriculum

Can uie th activities presented

New ideas to use

Importa4cvncepts for tuints

Total

36 (15%)

35 (14%)

62 (25%)

50 (20%)

28 (11%)

Year One

7 ( 91)

1 ( 9%)

23 (30%)

22 (29%)

I ( I%)

Year Two

-

29 (17%)

28 (17%)

39 (23%)

28-(17%)

27 (161)

Good'for teaching inquiry skills 9 1 4%) 2 ( 3%) 7 ( 4%)

Can inte5rate pith other subjects 5 ( 21)__ 1 ( I%) 4 ( 2%)

Studes learrresponsibility for 3 1 1%) 0 --- 3 ( 2%)

Eteir ova learning

Afflrdafte materials 3 ( 11) C -- 3 ( 2%)

Chance to practices 3 ( 1%) 3 4%1 0 ---

Collegial interaction 4 ( 21) 4 ( 51) 0 ---

fhcreasii ty confidence to teach 7 ( 31) 6 ( 6%) I ( 1%)

No reiponse 11 2 9

Wish I hai learned - Strands

More practical activities 24 (22%) 7 (15%). 17,(27%)

Morelheory, science 56 (51%) 22 (47%) 34 154%)

More grade level activities 10 ( 9%) 1 (:2%) 9(141)

Mere ideas, units of peers 2 ( 2%) 2 ( 4%) 0 ---

More.about bilingual education 3 ( 3%) 0 --- 3 ( 5%)

Mtnagement techniques 2 ( 2%) 2 ( 4%) C ---

Needed more tine 13 (12%) 13 (281) 0 ---

No response 93 If 77

Learned from the strands

Activities to use 71 (36%)

Science theory 63 (32%)

Inquiry skills 23 (121)

Sharing ide:s with teachers 20 (10%)

How to adapt units for my class 21 (111)

Wojesponse 7

4 7
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Table Seven. (cont.)

Total Year One Tear Ivo

Strengths of Strands

Sharing ideas 5 ( ity

Independent study-Opportunities 44 2%)

Materialegained 17 ( 7%)
7'

Teaching suggestions 74 (31%)
;

--Places to get-resources

Itprove my inguiry.skills

3 ( 1%)

18 ( 78) 1

Learned science 24: OM-

Pun, notivating 25111%)

Staff 51 (221)'

Itportant issues for students ( 2%)

Increased my confidence 1 ( 1%)

Can integrate into other areas ( 2%)"

Io response 5

Aciknesses of Stribds

Critters lie 3 ( 3%)

Iced tort theory 2 ( 2%)

Vne, tanagenent 31 (361)

More,grade level activities 7 ( 8%)

Gettinothe taterial 6 ( 71)

My ability 16 (19%)

How to integrate with curriculut 7 ( 8%)

More time 14 (16%)

Ito response 48

s,
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the second summer so that teachers could sign up for three
different strinds. "One-shot" workshop presentations were
scheduled on a variety of topics throughout the three meeks.
Table Seven presents summary data on these input Sessions.

Discussion. It is,clear,from the data that the teachers
felt the inPA'session Were iiportant. Major dreas of
response show that the presentations provided teachers with
material they could use, are iMportant and motivating-for
students,-and'fit the district curriculum. 'The fact that
most teachers did not complete the item "Wish I had learned"
is also a clear indication that the presentations met their
needs. It is interesting to note that many more Year Two
Fellows responded that the concepts were important ones for
students to learn. The evaluator feels that the difference,
is due to the increased direct emphasis "minds-
on",science received in the second year summer workshop.
AnAher change in the secor' year program is also reflected
in this table. No Second Year Fellows felt they needed more
time as contrasted to 13 First Year Fellows. The evaluator
feels that the difference reflects the increased opportunity
the Year Two Fellows had in participating in different
strands.

Finally, the heaviest areas of concern reflect the
differences among the Fellows' prior experience with science
and teaching responsibilities. Some people wanted more
practical activities, others wanted more theory and
background. A few teachers of younger students wanted more
grade level activities. These responses reflect the
different experiences and needs that are inevitable in a
large group (about 85) of elementary teachers. The evaluator
feels that the project:did an excellent job of meeting these
needs. He also feels that the diversity of teachers added to
the richness of the experience for them and was an implicit
model for the kind of diversity,educators should be
encouraging in their own classrooms.

Short answer responses of teacher perceptions of their
work in the Mass Migrant Education Program. Fellows for both
years had the opportunity to work with classes of students in
the Mass Mass Migrant Education Program. In Afternoon
classes, Fellows used the materials and methods they were
learning about in the morning strands,. Table Eight presents
the data for this part of the program.

Discussion. The major perceived strength of the Granby
(Place which housed the Mass Migrant Education Program)
experience seemed to be the opportunity to practice.
However, this experience was perhaps the most problematic of
both summers. First, the logistics of getting to Granby on
time and ready to teach given the full morning program were
difficult. Seclnd, some experienced Fellows felt the need to
let more information and materials and did not believe the
practice would help them. Finally, the coordination between
the Mass Migrant Education Program teaching staff and the

NSF PIES Findifkeport
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Tabri Eight.

Tear One and TrJ Teacher perceptions of Satter Program at.Granby

Relevance of Granby e;gerieni:e

Enjoyable for student- .'..

Total

2 ( A)

Year One

i ( 5%) ,

Turbo

0 .7--

Pits district curriculut 3 ( 40 0 --- 3 (121)

Can.use the activities presented 3 ( 4%) , 0' --- 3 (120

Mew ideas to use 3 ( a) 1 ( 2%) 2 ( SI)

Affordable tateriili 1 ( 14) 0 --- I ( a)

Chance to practice 50 (741) 36 (86%) 14.(54%)

Collegial interaction 4 ( 61) 2 ( M. _ 2 rill

Increased ny confidence to teach 2 ( 3%) I ( 21) 1 ( 4%)

Ma response 18 12 6

Wish I had learned - Granby

More practical activities 2 ( 31) 1 ( 21) 1 (10%)

More theory, science 8 (14%) 7 (15%) 1 (101)

Morrideas, units of peers 6 (101) 3 ( 61) 3 (30%)

More about bilingual education 13 (22%) 5 (19%) 4 (40%)

Management technique's 9 (16%) 3 (17) 1 (10%)

Needed more time 2 ( A) 2 ( 4%) q ---

General negative 18 (311) 18 (38%) 0 ---

10 response 36 13 23

Learned from the Granby prograt

Activities to use in class 2 ( 61)'

Inquiry skills 3 ( 91)

Sharing ideas with peers I ( 31)

Row to adapt :nits for s7 class 9 (271)

Problems of inquiry science 3 ( 91)

Cottunication skills 7 (21%)

More abot: bilingual issues 1 (241)

Io response 5

Strengths of the Granby Program

Chance to practite 23 (681)

Students enthusiastic 3 ( 9%)

Work pith PIES.teat 5 (15%)

Chance to work with different students 3 ( 91)

Management issues 4 (IA)

Weaknesses of the Prograt ,

Working, with Granby staff 16 (331;

Logistics 10 OW
Unclear expectations 9 (181)

Ion enough tite for lessons 6 (12%)

Disinterested students 5 (10%)

Not relevant 2 ( 4%)

Language issues 1 ( 2%;

No response 4

50
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Fellows was_not good. Some of the Fellows ifere not welcomed
into the classrooms. The evaluator is not surprised at the
pfbblematic cobrdination. The Mass- Migrant Education Program
teachers are interrupted by others who come Into their
classrooms to offer a lot of "fun" activities with the
students without any of the responsibility for achi "Pment.
The Fellows are juggli4 a compldx sehedule and have no
chance to set up classroom expectations or procedures. While
,NSF PIES staff did attethpt to.address the issue in Year Two
by designing an effective introduction to the Mass Migrant
Education Program for incoming Fellows and the- Mass Migrant
Education Program did a better job of getting its teachers
ready for the scheduled interruptions to their programs,
there was no chance for the two sets of teachers to work
together.

The evaluator finds himself on the horns of a dilethma.
While issues of diversity and equity neNd to be addressed,
the work with the Mass Migrant Education Program may have had
the wrong effect,on Fellows because not enough time could be
Spent in helping Fellows make important, personal meanings
from the experience.

Short answer responses of teacher perceptions of the
Teacher Ersource Center, During the summer program, staff
from the Hitchcock Center ran a resource center for the
teachers. This center was moved back into the Hitchcock
Center during the school year. As part of the NSF PIES
Program,- Fellows were given membershipa in the Center as,one,
way of encouraging them to use the resources in their
classrooms. Table Nine presents data about teacher
perceptions of the summer center.

Discussion. There is not much doubt that the teachers
found the Hitchcock Center and staff to be very helpful. In
fact, 60 Fellows had no concerns about the Center and the
most mentioned concern waS the need for more time to spend
looking through the materials.

Short answer resPones of teacher perceptions of their
work in peer planning groups. Teachers worked in small
groups tb process the work they did in strands and to get
ready to teach in the Mass Migrant Education Program. Table
Ten presents data for their perceptions of that sharing time.

Discussion. It is interesting to note that 16 teachers
in Year One exPressed some negative feelings about the
planning timsm. There were some strong issues which surfaced
around the diggferences between urban and suburban teachers.
These differences led to problematic relationships. In
addition, Year One teachers felt a need to learn more about
the activities in other strands because they were limited to
one. Finally, one of the components of the Year One Summer
Program was a piece on Peer Observation. As with the
writing, the added conceptual and personal demands were too

5
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- Table Tim

tear One and Two Teacher Perceptions of Summer Resource Center

Relevance of tie Resource Center

Enjoyable for student

Car use the activities presented

Mew ideas to use

Affordable materials

Increased my confidence to teach

Eelpei ne to plan for year

Staff

General positive

Total

2 t .2)

36 (311)

45 (380

5 ( 41)

2 ( 2%)

6 ( 50

10 ( 9%)

411 ( 91)

Tear One

1 ( 11)

16 (201)

36 (461)

1 ( 11)

2 ( 34

2 ( 3%)

10 (131)

11 (la)

Tear Two

, .1 ( 3i)

IC (531)

9 (24%)

4 (111)

0 ---

4 UM
0 ---

0 ---

To response 6 2 4

Wish I had learned - Resonrce Center

More practical activities 6 (231) 3 (191) 3 (301)

More ideas, units of peers 1 ( 41) 0 --- 1 (101)

More about bilingual education 2 ( 81) 1 ( 61) 1 (101)

Management techniques 1 ( 41) 1 ( 6%) 0 ---

Teeded'more tine 13 (501) 8 (501) 5 (50%)

Other 3 (IA) 3 (191) 0 ---

To response 60 35 25

Learned through the Resource Center

Materials to.use
.,

28 (721)

How tOlocate resources 11 (28%)

To response 3

Strengths of the Resource Center

Learned about resources 33 (631)

Staff 17 (33%)

Improye ml classroom, cutfidence 2 ( 4%)

To response 2

Weaknesses of the Resource Center

Can I mai...Ali:motivation to use it (121)

Can I find time to Ise it 4 (53%)

Logistics 5 (29%)

Can they maintain the staff for us 1 ( 6I)

lo response 19
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Ti1le Ten.

Tear One and-fto Teacher Perceptions of Sutter Planning Tite

Total Year One Tear Tro

Relevance of Planning Tile

Fits district curriculue . 1 ( 11) 0 --- 1 ( 31)

Can use-the activities presented ' ( 41) 0 --- 4 (111)

Mew ideas to use A6 (14%) 7 ( 9%) 9 (24%)

good fqt;teaching inquiry skills 1 ( 11) 0 ._-- 1 ( A)

Chanteiiqractice 3 ( 31) 0 --- 3 ( 81)

Collegial interaction 50 (441) 33 (43%) 17 (461)

Increased ny confidence t: teach 2 ( 2%) 1 ( 11) 1 ( 31)

Helped te to plan for year 20 (181) 19 (251) 1 ( A)

General positive 16 (14%) 16 (21%) 0

HO -MVO!

wish IAad learned - Planning Tine

10 6 4

More practical activities 2 ( 51) 0 --- 2 (22%)

More theory, science 4 (101) 4 (131) 0 ---

More ideas ,. units of peers 7 (17%) 4 (191) 1 (11)

More about bilingual education 1 ( 21) 0 --- 1 UM
gow to integrate into other subjects 1 ( 21) 0 --- 1 MU
Hanagenent techniques 2 ( 51) 1 ( A) 1 (11%)

Heeded tore tite 9 (201) 5 (161) 3 (331)

General negative, not relevant 16 (391) 16 (50%) 0

Ho response 57 30 27

Learned fro: Planning Tire

Activities to use 1 ( 11)

Shared ideas with tedehers 20 (381)

Htiv to adapt units for ty class 17 (33%)

Cott:mica:ion skills 14 (271)

No response 1

Strengths of Planning Tits

Shared ideas 20 (591)

Learned how to work with peers 6 (181)

Fun, support 7 (211)

Chance to practice ingully skills 1 (

to response 5

Weaim.ases of Planning Tice

Groups to!) large 2 (13%)

lot enough tiei 5 (331)

Group effectiveness 8 (53%)

Ho response 17



much for the Fsllows to incorporate. The evalUator feels
that these concerns are behind the negative feelings.

By and large% however, Fellows from:both years felt-
strongly that a major strength of the program was the
opportmnity it gave them tor col1egi41Anteraction:arogn4
professional.issues. This feeling was expressed in the-
Summer Questionnaire, the interviews during the 7i4r, the
attendance at the school year follow-ups, and the ongoing
activities that continue even after the4ormal project hap--
ended.

Short answer responses ni First Year Fellow perceOtionl
of the relevance gi strands and workshopa Ansi the' wish for
additional information. The data in Table Eleven repreSei5t
questions that were asked in Year One and not Year Two.
Tables Six through Teri include 4nalogous questions that were
askc4 in Year Two and not Year One,

Discussion. The information again shows that the
project has fulfilled its major goals of providing Fellows
with ideas, materials, and confidence to implement an i.quiry
science curriculum in their classrooms. z
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Table Eleven.

Year.One Teacher perceptions of PresentationS

Relevance,andlish for Additional Information

Relevance of presentations

,Enjoyable fof students

Pits my curriculum

Can use adivities

Rev ideas to use

1 ( 1%)

4 ( 3%)

13 (10%)

49_(37%)

Important'concepts for students 14 (11%)

Good.for inquiry skills 5 ( 4%)

Can integrate in other subjects 4 ( 3%)

Chanceto practice t 1 ( 1%)

Collegial interaction, shared ideas 5 ( 4%)

Increased mf confidence 14 (11%)

Improved-my teaching 9 ( 7%)

General pdsitive 13 (10%)

No response 39

,

Wish I had learned from presaticns

Practical activities E ( 51)

gore theory, science :3 MU
Grade level activities 3 ( 8%)

?eers ideas, units 3 ( 3%)

More about bilingual issues 2 ( 2%)

uanagement issues 5 ( 4%)

Egre relevant to my situation 27 123%)

Need more tine 52 (44t)

General negative 2 ( 2%)

'No response 41
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Parent Questionnaire

Process

-25

Theftrent Questionnaire was designed to assess how
parents perceive their children's attitude toward science.
It was not meant to proVide any definitive data on the impact
of the NSF PIES program but rather serve as part of the
context in which to see the program. Questionnaires were
mailed to the NSF PIES Fellows. In turn, they distributed
the questionnaires and stamped, addressed envelopes toss
representatiVe sample of children in their rooms. The first
year, 5 questionnaires were sent to 40 NSF PIES Tellows. OS
these, 51, or 25.4%, were returned. The second year, 8
questionnaires were sent to 35 NSF PIES Fellows. Of these,
78, or 27.9%, were returned.

In keeping with my informal contract with the teachers
as part of the evaluation, I did not choose to identify the
teachers in any way. I had no way of determining which
teachers chose to distribute the questionnaires or
encouraging them to get involved if they hadn't. Thus, the
data exist across a wide range of variables with no real way
for us to determine how to weight them in interpreting the
parent responses.

Data

Nonetheless, the parents who respi.nded were very
positive towards their children's experience in science for
the year. Table Twelve presents the results.

Table Thirteen presents the pggregated total o2 parent
comments for both years as there was no real difference
between the two years. As expected, there were more comments
(30) in Year Two than ih Tear One (22).

Table Thirteen.
Optional Parent Comments

General favorable comments 11

Reaction of child has been positive 22
Child's interest has grown 7

Talked about experiments 8

Brought science home 5

Favorite subject 3

Good teacher 3

Science is important 13
Have more hands on science 8

Hands on science good for students 4

Good science background important 1

Did more science in scouts

56
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Table helve.

Parent Questionnaire Responses by Year and Total

1. My child has talked- abelt thelcience vork-he/she has done in school this year.

strongly strongly LO

agree agree disagree disagree opinion
0

Yr1 (n:51) 21 (41.2%) 28 (54.9%) 1 (2.01) 1 (2.01) 0

1r2 (n:78) 36 (46.21) 19 (50%) 0 1 (1.3%) 2 (2.61)

2. My child has brorght his/her scietce vork home 11 do andilorus this year.

Yr1 (n:51) 15 (29.4%) 31 (60.81) I (2.0%) 2 (4.0%) 1 (4.0%)

Yr2 (n:77) 28 (36.41) 38 (49.41) 7 (9.11) 2 (2.61) 3 (3.9%)

3. My child,has bee» interested in science topics and activities this year beyond

the work he!she does in school.

Yr1 (n:51) 22 (43.11)

1r2 (n:78) 32 (41.0%)

23 (45.11)

34 (41.61)

4 (8.01)

6 (7.71)

1 (2.0%) 1 (2.0%)

2 (2.61) 4 (5.2%)

4. My chiii's interest and involvetent in science has-increased this year.

Yr1 (n:51) 20 (39.21) 23 (45.11) 6 (12.0%) I (2.0%), 1 (2.01)

1r2 (n:78) 35 (45.0%) 35 (45.01) 3 ( 3.81) 2 (2.6%) 3 (3.11)

57
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Did not notice increased interest in
science 1.

Did not do any hands on science '1

Had a po6r teacher 1

Discussion

The parent daL4 are all positive. The percentage of
positive responses ranges from 84% to 96%. In addition, the
optiori,71 written comments show that parents feel very
positively toward the program both in their favorable
comments and their feelings that science is an .mportant
subject.

As I said in the beginning of the presentation of this
data source, the information from this data source cannot be
used to present proof of the impact of the NSF RIES program.
Nonetheless, it does add to the,positive context in which we
see the program.
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Follow-up Questionnaires for Year One Fellows

Process

27

Based upon tne LoU intervieW,data, the evaluator
designed a short questionnaire which he mailed to the Year
One Felloigs in Mar, 1989, one full year after they had
completed their formal project work. Thirty-ono of the
Fellcws returned the questionnaire which is about a 75% rate
of return. The questionnaire offers a series of responses
for each, question. These responses are based upon the
Fellows' responses to similar questions asked during the LOU
interviews. Fellows checked as many of the options as they
felt applied and had the opportunity to write in Other
answerS they feltmer6 relevant. While this questionnaire
doe6 not provide the mere telling information contained in
either clasSroom observations or a prolonged interview, the
evaluator,feels that the dAta does reflect tht. positive
impact of the NSF PIES program.

Data and Discussion

Table Fourteen presents the data. It is not surprising.
First, Year One Fellows see that the .strengths of hands-on,
inquiry science in terms of its impact oA students far
outweigh its weaknesses of time, mitnagenent,and materials.
The evaluator has said elsewhere in this report that the
strengths and weaknesses are inherent in t,he inquiry approach
and that the weaknesses can be dealt With succe5fully by'
supportive Wilding and district administration.

It is also interesting to note here the first positive
data about how Feilows are integrating,writing into science
since the questionnaire they completed in July, 1987. Then,
the Fellows expresSed,confidence in their being able to
integrate writing, with science. HoweVer, in subsequent
inteviews, the Fellows did not mention having success with
the writing process. Here, however, 16 of the,31 Fellows who
returned the questionnaire mention that the NSF PIES Project
was instrumental in their6integrating writing into their
science curriculum. It is Possible that once the Fellows
felt confident about their abilities to integrate inquiry
into their classrooms they were able to turn their attention
to another innovation. The evaluator is also aWEtre of the
growing focus on process writing by school districts in the
area and the accompanying staff deVelopment opportunties in
process writing. Some combination of the two factors for the
teachers is,the probable reason for the change.

Second, the strengths of the NSF PIES Project lie in its
staff, the collegial and growth opportunities it offers
teachers, and ideas and resources it provides them for their
classrooms.

Finally, the Fellows feel strongly that the NSF PIES
program has Lad impact upon them as professionals. Not only
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Table Fourteen.

Follow-,up-Questionnaire,for her Ont Fellows

31)

What are,the strengths of hands-on,

inquiry'Icience?

Motivates, interests-students

Activity oriented

Students learn cooperation

Students, learn, reiember better

Won-verbel'ltudents wood

Students learn probleriolving, inquiry

Students learn responsibility for own

learning

There is a carry-sder to other subjects

Student'centered

None

What Are the weaknesses of hands-on,

inquiq science

Time for preparation

Meintaining-supplies

SOece in reom

Finding time for

'Manacement, noise

Administrative spoport

Student'background

Student learning style

Energy level required

None

What impact has PIES,had on my teaching?

GroWasi-Crofessienil
TIO more risks

,Use the inquiry process in my

science teaching

HAVE become more focussed on students

More comfortable with science

Integrating writing with other,

subjects

Use the inquiry process in other

subjects

'No response

What are PIES program strengths?

Staff

Materiels, resources to use

Coliegial experience

I am more comfortable'with sciqice

The Hitchcock Center and staff

1

1.3

31

27

27

27

25

23

13

17

1

0

21

17

14

11

10

5,

2

1

1

1

24

/1

20

18

17

16

14

2

25

17

15

13

12
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ihe summer program

Students learn and remember better

Program's olganization and logistics ,

The:chance to practice durihg the

super

Foliow-up activities

Diverse, rich program anti peopie

What are PIES pro9ram w.aknesses?

Me need,more sciencei.theory and practice

Interfate with the migrant program

None

More foliorup activities

Some summer presentations

Prugram's organiztkion, logistics

No response

61 0.
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do many of the respondents talk about the changes in their
classrooms, but the evaluator is aware of other important
data which indicates that the "professional growth" an&
"willingness to risk" teachers mention go far beyond the
classroom. About ien of the Feilowsthalie enrolled, ler
graduate work. Two of tht Fellows have become resource
teachers in science for their districts: ',Another teacher
received one of ten Lucretia Crocker Fellowship awards in,
Massachusetts for the 1989-1990 school year. Her fellowship
was in elementary sciencc and enabled her to work with
teachers in many Massachusetts school districts during the
past year. A number of teachers receive& state grants
awarded through their own districts to develop elementary
science curriculum and.workwith their peers in disseminating
the information. Three are currently working as staff at
SPACEMET, another NSF science prograth funded through the Five
College Public School Partnership,

4
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Process

Observation

29'

The evaluator worked with two (one in each year)
assistants, both of whom 'were very familiar with the idea of
hands-on, inquiry sc4,ence. The observation criteria were
established the first year and appear in Appendix Two. The
evaluator scheduled times for the observations with the NSF
PIES Fellows because of his previous contact with them. All
the observations were conducted in the spring of the year
with the assumption that the teachers would have had time
enough to feel some level of uomfort with the inquiry process
and new curriculum. Testing, field trips, and other end of
the year activities as well As observer schedules made
getting to all the Fellows' classes problematie. However,
the observer for Year One Fellows visited 26 teachers and the
observer for Year Two visited 24 classes. The evaluator
considers both the number and range of classrooms to be
representative of the Fellows. The observer for Year One did
not include a summary of the classes so the evaluator
specifically requested this sort of summary from the observer
for Year Two.

Data
1J

Given the criteria established in Appendix Two, the
observers noted the following:

Year Zme Fellows

Minimal Hands-on Hands-on
No Minds-on Minimal Minds-on Mindg-on

3 10 13

Year Two kellows 3

Discussion

6

"First and foremost, there seemed to be quite a bit of
confusion about the meaning of hands-on science and inquiry
science and how these related to the major goals of the NSF
PIES program. I asked a few teachers what they believed I
was there to see and they replied hands-on science. I

suggest to avoid this confusion that more time be spent on
defining and distinguishing between these two terms. As I
see it, the hands-on method is in most instances (except in
rational inouiry) an essential prerequisite of inquiry
science."

15

(Year One Summary)

"Of the twenty four classrooms I observed, fifteen
showed clear evidence that the ideas, philosophy and skills
learned by the teachers through NSF PIES had become an
important and integral part of their science teaching. These
were classes in which students not only were learning to "do"
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science, but to question, reflect on and verbalize about it.
In these classes, teachers, as a rule, asked open-ended
questions, encouraged,divergent thinking and shared their
students' enthusiasm for discovery. They created a structure
for inquiry and a student-centered learning environment that
let students know their ideas and concluSions were
interesting and valid.

"These were also the classes in whick science was
typically integrated with math and writing,, and in which
there was usually a good discussion before and after the
activity. Students in these classes were more verbal and
better able to make sense of what they were doing and
observing and how it fit into a bigger picture.

"There were six classes I observed that showed.signs of
minds-on but were predominately hands-on. In these clasSes,
teachers asked some open-ended questions while circulating in
the room, but during group discussions not much supposing and
hypothesizing was elicited from students. These teachers
relied mostly on the ms or ESS specified procedures to
carry them through.

"Two classes exhibited hands-on science activities in a
comfortable environment, but there was evidence of student
independent thinking or problem solving. One class had no
evidence of either hands-on or minds-on activity on the part
of students.

"In nearly all of the classes I observed, the students
were enthusiastic about the activities, seemed used to doing
hands-Ton, and were eager to share their observations. In the
more mihds-on classes, they were able to discuss hypotheses
and often went beyond the prescribed activity to test a new
theory.

"Three fourths of the classrooms had lots of science and
problem solving "stuff" around the room-- on shelves, tabla
tops and in learning centers. Only two were totally devoid
of stuff and the rest had at least one center Set up, usually
related to the current unit."

(Year Two Summary)

Classroom observations indicate that NSF PIES Fellows
were using hands-on science in their classrooms and that many
were involving the students in the inquiry process. It is
interesting to note that a higher percentage of Fellows were
using the inquiry apProach in Year Two and that there was
some confusion on the part of Year One Fellows as to the
difference between the two. NSF PIES staff directlY taught
the difference between hands-on and minds-on science in the
Year Two summer program; and, the evaluator believes that the
difference iS directly related to the Change.
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Citations for the Concerns Based Adoption Model
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Implemented." Austin, TX: R&DCTE, 1977.
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Questions for KES Interview

1. Are you currently usinç hands on inquiry science?

if NO,

2. Have you mado a decision to use hands on
inquiry science in the future?

3. If so, when?

4. Can you describe hands.on inquiry science
for me as you see it?

5. What do you see as its strengths and
weaknesses in your situation?

6. At this point in time, what kinds of
questions are you asking about it?

7. Do you ever talk with others and share
information about it? What sort of
information do you share?

8. What .are you planning with respect to it?
Can you tell me a'aut any preparation or
plans you have been making for the use of
hands on inquiry science?

9. Can you summarize for me where you see
yourself right now in relation to the
use of hands on inquiry science?

10. How would you characterize your school
district's support for science?

11. Has the PIES Project had any impact on
you as a teacher? Please elaborate.

12. Asa way of summarizing, what do you
you see as the major strengths anti
weaknesses of the PIFS Project?
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2. Please describe for me how you use hands on
inquiry science.

3. Wiat do you=sep as the strength. end weaknesses
of it? Have you made any attempt. to do anything
about the weaknesses?

4. Are you cuerently looking for any information
about hands on inquiry science? What kind? For,
t*.that purpose?

5. Do you work with others in yOur use of it?
Have you made any changes in your use of hands
on inquiry science on the basis of this
collaboration?

6. Do you ever talk with others about it?
What do you tell them?

7. Ara yoy daing any evaluating, either formally
or informally that might affect your use of it?
What have you done with the information you have
gotten?

8. Have you made any changes recently ih the way
you use it? What have they been? Why have you
Made them? Rre you considering making any,changes?

9. Rs you look ahead to later this year, what plans
do you have in relation to hands on inquiry science

10. How would you characterize your school district's
support for science?

11. Has the PIES Project nad any ispact on you as
a teacher? Please elaborate.

12. Rs a way of yammarizimg, wt-,alt do you sRe as
the-Major st engths and weaknesses of the PIE568
Project?
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GOALS

There are two major goals of this projects integratino
inquiry-based science-into the classroom and,integrating
writing into the, teaching of science. Please comment on-how
comfortable you now feer-in these two areas?

Goal,I: integrating inquiry science into my c1ass76om

I feel confident that... I have concerns that...

Goal II: integrating the writing process into the teaching
of science

I feel confident that... I have concerns that...
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PLANNING NEXT YEAR

There were, of course, many different components to this
summer's program. Please comment upon each of these so that
we can plan effectively for next yt-Ir.

1. Which STRAND did you attend?

Please comment on the content and structure i.e. the amount
on time spent on one topic, the Me&tingt Dn this topic
during the three weeks, of the STRANDS.

relevant to my teaching
because...

I wish I could have-learned...

2.4Comment on the seven-afternoon program in Granby.

relevant to-my teaching I wish I could have learned...
because...

S. Presentations on Inquiry/Process

relevant to my teaching I wish I could have learned...
because...
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4. Presentationt on Peer Coaching

relevant to my teaching I wish I could haVe learned...
because..:

5. Presentations on Writing Process

relevant to my teaching I Wish I could have learned...
because...

6. Mini-workshops of specific topics (please list what you
attended>

relevant to mx teaching I wish I could have leewned...
because...
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7. Single presentations to the whole group by guests and
staff

relevant to my teaching I wish I could have learned.,.
because...

8. Resource Center and visits to Hitchcock Center

relevant to my teaching
because...

-

I wish I Could have learned...

9. Planning time with other teachers

relevant to my teaching I wish I could haVe learned...
because...
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10. Physitl, time and support,arrangements (space, food,
resources, schedule of the day,etc.)

A

helpful to me it would have been better if...'
because...

11. In retrospect, how helpful were the two Saturdays? What
changes should be made for next year in the dates,
activities, topics covered?

4

1E. There are certainly aspects of the prOT=aim which Kaye
not be covered by these questions. Piease use the rest of
this Oade (and additional pages if,you would like) ,to
provide any additional feedback to us about the program
far or about changes that you suggest for this next year and
for the 'second cyCie of Fellows.

Thank you.
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July 18, 1988

Dear PIES Fellows,

Here is the evaluation for the Summer Program. While it is
somewhat lengchly, it should not take you too long to
complete. Because the PIES Project is a model of staff
development, it is important for us to get feedback from you
about the each of the different components of the program;
'and I have designed the evaluation with that purpose in mind.

Here, is a brief guide to the questions.

Section Ond asks for yOur comments about the tWo major
goals Of the project: integrating inqUiry science into
your classroom; and;iintegrating the writing process
into the 'teaching of science.

Pl)ase brieflY complete the sentences in the space
prCvided feOr each question in this s-

Section Two asks fOr your opinions about the different
major components of the project. For eidh component,

Please circle whether you StronglysAgree, Agree
Disagree, or Strongly Discgree with the first
statements, and

in the space provided, briefly complete the
sentences or phrases that follow. Please note that
we ask you fcr your ideas about what you learned
and what yOu wiSh you had learned and what will be
relevant for your classrooll and 'what won't.

Section Three asks for your ()Pinions about the single
presentations. For each presentation,

Please\circle whether you Strong2 gree, Agree
Disagree, or StrOngly Disagree with che first
statements, and

in the space provided, briefly complete the
sentences or phraseS that follow.

Secticn Four asks for your comments about the Spring
PA:ogram and'the organizaiion of the coming year.

The small space for the brief responies is my aftempt to cut
down on the time it will take you to complete the
questionnaire. If you do need more room for a question,
please use the back of the page. Thanks for yoUr time, I
look forward to seeing you in the Fall.

Sincerely,
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SECTIQN 0i417 tiom#

1. Integrating inquiry science into ay'classroOa.

I have learned that

1>feel confident that

I have concerns that

_

2. Integrating,the writing process into the teaching of-Adience.

I have learned that

I feel,confident that

I have concerns that

SECTION TWO. MAJOR PROaECT COMPONENTS

1. WEEK #1 MORNING STRAND (please list)

The organization (mix of activities,
pacing) of this strand was conducive
tolearning.

I had enouyh time and encouragement
to get my questions and concerns
answered.

.;

SA A D 'SD;

SA A D SD

PIES Summer Evaluation, 1988
Page 1
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The material I learned in this strand
will be relevant, to my cladsroom.

I had enough time to exchange ideas
and experiences with my colleagues.

In this strand I learned wish I learned

SA A D SD

SA A SD

This strand is relevant is not relevant because
to my teaching because

The major strength of this strand are

My Concerns abbut this strand are

2. WEEK #1 AFTERNOON STRAND (please list)

The organization (mix of activities,
pacing) of this strand was conducive
to learning.

I had enough time and encouragement
to get my questions and concerns
answered.

The material I learned in this strand
will be relevant to my classroom.

I had-enough time to .excharge ideas
and experiences with my Colleagues.

In this strand.I learned

4 A D SD,

SA. D SD

SA A D SD

SA A b SD

wish I learned

This strand is relevant is not relevant because
to my teaching becanse

The major strengths of this strand are

PIES Summer Evaluation, 1988
Page 2
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My concerns about this strand are

3. WEEK #2 MORNING STRAMD (please list)

The organization (mix of activities,
pacing) of this-strand was conducive'
to learning.

I hadivInough time and encourageient
to get my questions and concerns
answeiea-

SA A D SD

, SA. Ai D SD.

The material I learned in this strand SA A D SD-
will be relevant to mli classroom.

I had enough time to exchange ideas
and experiences with my colleagues.

In this strand I learved

SA A D- SD

wish I learned

This strand is relevant is not relevant because
- to my teaching because

The major strengths of this strand ate

My concerns about this strand are

4. WEEK #3 MORNING STRAND (please list)

The organization (mix of activities,
pacing) of this strand was conducilie
to learning.

I had enough time and encouragement,
to get my questions antVconcerns
answered.

The material I learned in this strand
will be relevant to my classroom:

I had enough tine to exchange ideas
and experiences with My colleagues.

SA A ID SD

SA, A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

PIES, Summer Evaluation, 1988
Page, 3
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In this strand I learned Nash I le rned

This strand i slevant is not relevant because
to my teachiny ecause

The major strengths.of this strand are

My concernb about this strand are

5. The afternoon program at Granby/Holyoke

The organization (mix of activities,
pacing) of this program was conducive
to learning.

I had enough time and encouragement
to get my questions and concerns
answered. 4

The material I learned in this program
will be relevant to my classroom.

I had enough time to exchange ideas
and experiences with my colleagues.

In this program I learned wish I learned

SA A D SD

SA A SD

SA A D SD

SA A D. SD

This program is relevant
to my teaching because

The major stiengths of this program are

My concerns about this program are

is not relevant because

pup aUMmei 'Evaluation, 1988
Page'4
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6. Use of the rescairce center

The organization (mix of activities,
pacing) of this opportunity was
conducive to learning.

I had enough time,and encouragemerit
to get my questions and .concerns
answered.
The material I learned in this
opportunity will be releyant to
mv classroom.-

I had enough time to exchange ideas
and experiences with my colleagues.

From this opportunity I learned

SA A D _SD

SA A b SD,

SA A D SD

SA A D -SD

wish I learned

This opportunity is relevant is not relevant because
to my teaching because

4r,

The m_jor strengths of this opportunity is

My concerns about this opportunity is

7. nanning time with other teachers

The, organization (mix of activities,
pacing) of these. opportunities was
coriducrve to learning:

I had enough time and encouragement
to get my questions and concerns
answered.

TheAnaterial I learned in these
oppOrtunities will be relevant to
my classroom.

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

From these opportunities learned wish I learned_

PIES Sumter Evaluation, 1988
Page 5
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These opportunties are relevant
to my teaching because

are not relevant because

The major strengths of these cpportunties are

My concerns about these opportunties are

MINN =ANIL SINGLE PREONNTATIONS

1. Working with Migrant Students/Mary G.

The organilation of this presentation SA A D SD
was conducive,to learning.

The 'material I learned in this SA A D SD
presentation will be relevant to
my classroom.

The major strengths of this presentation are

My concerns about this presentation are

2c Management of materials/Staff

The organization of these presentations SA A D SD
was conducive to learning.

The material I learned in these e2x A D SD
pregentations will be relevant to
my classroom.

The major strengths of these presentations are

, My concerns about these presentations are

PIES Summer Evaluation, 1988
Page 6
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,f3. Working with AdninistrAtors/Gwen

The organization of this_ presentation
was conducive to learning.

The material I learned in this
presentation will be relevant,to
my classroom.

The majnr strengths of this presentation are

My concerns about this presentation are

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

4. Theory of Inquiri Science/Dick K.

The organization of this presentation SA A D SD
VMS conducive to learning.

The material I learned in this SA A D SD
presentation will be relevant to
my classroom.

The major strengths of this presentation are

My concerns about this presentation are

5. Teaching about Space Science/Juanita, Mary Alice

The organization of this presentation
was conducive to learning.

The material I learned in thia
presentation will be relevant to
!ay classroom.

The major strengths of this presentation are

My concerns about this presentation are

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

PIES Summer Evaluation, 1988
Page 7



5. Final week pot pourris/Staff

The organ1zation of these presentations
was conduciye to learning.

The material I learned in these
presentations will be relevant to
my classroom.

The major strengths of these presentations are

My concerns aboUt these presentations are

SA A D SD

SA A D SD

SECTION youR, FINAL gogniu

1. In retrospect, how helpful were the two Satur'lys (what did you
learn, how were they relevant to your teachii how did they set a
hslpfulcontext for the summer)?

2. As you think ahead to the coming school year, what concernd do you
have about the PIES project?

3. If you wish, please use the back of this page to )rovidu us vIth
other ideas or opinions that are iMportant to you.

PIES Slimmer Evalt.ation, 1988
Page 8
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Dear First Year PIES Fellows,

As the PIES Project Officially draws to a close, would like to get a final
view of the project from you. Your reflections would be most helpful to
md in evaluating `the project because it isn't often that [ get the chance to
hear from people over a prolonged period of time. Would you please take a
few moments to answer the questions on this page and return it to me in
the enclosed stamped, addressed envelope? I realize that the end of the
year is a busy time, and.don't mind if I get these in wig July. The
numbers are to help me keep track of who has completed the form and who
hasn't, not to identity your answers. Thanks.

Sincerely, A

1 What do you see as the major strengths and weaknesses of hands on, inquiry zcience in your
situation ? Please circle as many responses as you feel appropriate.

Strengths

a. Motivaths, interests students

b. Activity,oriente.1

c. Non verbal-students succeed

d. Students learn, rerr3mber better

e. Students learn problem solvi ng,,

inquiry
f. Process carries over into other

subjects

g. Students learn cooperation

h. Students learn responsi bility

for learning
i. None

j. Other-( please list)

Weaknesses

a. Management, noise

tt. Time far preparation
c. finding ti ft schedule for

d. Space in room

e. Materials

f. Administrative support
g. Student backgrounds

h. Student styles that don't fit with the

process

i. Mine
j. Other



2. Have you made any changes in teaching hands on, inqui ry,sdience (organizing for

instruction, Organizing your classroom, teaching, evaluating student; antinot just using

different units)? Please briefly list the most important ones for you, if you have.

3. Has the PIES Project had any impact on you P.s a teacher? Please circle all that apply.

a. I am more focussed on the learning process of students.

b. i am more comfortable with science.

c. I am using the inquiry process in my teaching.

d. I-am more enthusiastic.

e. I am using the inquiry proce,ss-in other curriculum areas.

1. I am integrating writing into other subject areas.

g. I-take more risks, don't need to feel I have to kncw all the answers in Class.

h. I have grown professionally, doing different things.

. j. No impact.
k. Other (please list)

4. What are the major strengths and weaknesses of the-PIES Project. Please circ.e up to three

-mcstimportant that apply.

Strengths Weaknests

a. Collegial experience a. Follow-up not as extensive-as it could

b. PI ES staff have been.

c. Students learn, remember betthr b. Organization, communication, logistics

d. I have become more comfortable with science c. Interface with rnigrunt program -

e. I got good materials, resources d. Organization of summer strands

f. Hitchcock Center and staff e. Not enough chance to go i nto depth with

g. Follow-up activities , content areas

-h. the summer gave.us the chance to learn the f. Not enough chance to cover enough

way we would be teaching thb students. content areas

i. The:chance to practice with students in the g. None

summer. h. Other (please-list)
j. Organization, logistics, communication

lc. None

1. Other (please list)
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Dear Parents,

I am the evaluator,ot a federally funded program which is
working oh science education for elementary school children.
Would you please help ge by taking a few moments to'answer
the following questions anq returning this'questionnaire to-
me in the stamped envelof)ed I have provided. Your opinions
are importaht, and I hope-voU ',:he time to,complete
this -Form and mail it back to me. In;InL yt,...i.for your time.

Sincerely,

Thomas E. Wolf, Evaluatbr
PROGRAMS IN ELEMiNTI-RY SCIENCE

1. My child has talked about the scienc, wo:r 112/she has
done in sch..1o1 this year.

strongly s-zronaly no
agree agree disagree disagree opinion

2. My,child has broo?ht his/her sci'enci- ,o-k hc¼e to- db and
show us this year.

strohgly
agree agree disagree

stronnly no
odisagree pinion

3. My child has been interested in seielice topics and
activities this year beyond the work he.she does in school.

strongly strongly no
agree agree disagree disagree opinion

4. My child s in'.:.erest and involvement in science has,
increased this year.

strongly
agree agree disagree

strongly no
dieagroe opinion

If you nave anything you would lile to add tnat we have-pot
asked about with these questions, please iLlrite it in the
space below.
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.3

PIES - Partners in Elementary Science Olassroom Observation and 'Evaluation

Subnitted by Julie Rypysc,4 July 1, 1988 for TOm Wolf

As the classroom- evaluator, for the 'PIES proiram, I realiied my.goals from'

two sources-
1 -

1. The PIES grant proPosal
2. .1:om Wolf, the Evaluation Coordinator

Based on the goals of the program stated in the grant proposal, I was to
evaluate the- teachers' ability to teach inquiry/process science.- A secondary
goal was to note if the in;egration of scierse and 'writing was occuring in the
clasirooms under Obser\ration.

Tbm Wolf instructed me to provide feedback in three areas:
1. Note to'what degio..a wasthe lesson hands on, inquirroriented.
;. Note doeS the teacher exercise effective Classroom menagement

dde.ng the.lesson.
.

3. Note is there_ time set aside at theend Jf the lesson.when the teacher
reflects on Ehe lesson and reinforces or summarizes the major concepts
or themes coliered during the lesson, with the students.

0

-

I believe it is important to state aa operational definition of inquiry/
process science that I based my observations and evaluations on. The fol4owing
are statements taken from 2 sources that help'formulate my definition,
From: Teadhing Science Ihrough Discovery by Carin Surd, Fourth EditiOn.

A,discovery (or inquiry) activity is a lesson you design so your students,
through their own mental processes, discover concepts and'principles for thei-
selves.

From: 'Teaching Elementay Science - 4th Edition by William and Mary'Esler

Inquiry techniques ht_..p children to develop process skills.
Teachers are teaching by inquiry when 1. students are involvedin problem

solving, 2. students are developing manipulative and higher-level cognitive
skills.

To recognize inquiry ask your self 2 questions :
1

1. Are the children required to go beyond'the given information to gain
new insights?

2. Are the children problem solving - looking for answers or generaliza-
tions origional to them?

According to,the Eslers, thera are three types of inquiry learning activities:
11. rational approach
2._discovery.approach
3. experimental approach.

1. Rational approach - The teacher indirectly guides a class, with open ended
questions and ct_eful responses, from the presentation of a problem to a success-
ful concluSion.that takes the form of a scientific concept. The final response
must come,from the students themselves,not the teacher. The teacher uses silec-

tive_reinforcement where the strenght of the reinforcement for each student

1
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response serves to guide and direct the.flow of the verbal interaction toward

the desired principle or generalizadon. -Sametipes the teadher must supply

additional information by saying "What if I told you that;.?" or "What about

this...?" ,
,

. Pure Discovery, . -

.2. Discovery Approach 7 The students are given material and no guidelines. Curiosity

leads.them'to their own discoveries .(pure messing about). The-tear:11er MOVes

about as a guide or advisoi. The teacher refrains from answering questions di-

recily tether he/She should help stildentS ot anize their thoughts-And investiga-

tions so as to answer their own questions. ca we trIst this?", '"How Can

we find out?" .
,

.

.

Guided Discovery
The teacher gives the whole class or group orga,Azing question to guide.or

direct their discovery.

3 Experimental Approach - Children formulate and test hypotheses. This approach

teaches children to define and control variables in experimental situatibps,

to experiment and to interpret dates as well as to hypothesize.

inition of Process Science - Inquiry techniques help children to develop process

skills. In process science studentsexetcise mental activities.that are used to

Aéquire knowledge. Theseprocess4s in science" are also termed iLquiry processes

and are listed on the attached handout entitled - The Processes in Science -

(obser('ing, classifying, predicting etc.)

Didence of Inquiry Learning in the ClassrooM

Since I was only able to Observe each ETES participant for 1145-60 minute

.science lesson, I identified pieces of evidence ;that indicate inquiry/ptocess

science' isgoing on in the classtoom by 4 means:

1. Observing teacher teach lesson to children
a. Teacher behavior
b. Student behaVior
c. activity itself

2. iloting physical evidence in the classroom."' materials etc.

3. By talking to the teacher.

4. By talking to the students

I used these criteria for evaluating inquiry/proCess science because I

believe that they indicate that inquiry/process science is coing ,on:

Teacher Behavior:
1. Does the teacher go with students interests?

2. Does the teacher ask divergent/open ended questions?
3. When students ask teacher question, does he/she encourage them to experiment

or think to find out themselves, i.e. What do you think?, How can we find out?

rather L'nen giving them the answer?

88
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(reacherBelaNior Cvn't)

4. While students are investigating, does the ,teacher circulate around the
room in a facilitator role checking in with individuals or small groups?

5. Wheredoes the,teacher's style fall on this continuum:

open classroom
child, centered

.4authoritarian

traditional classrrom

I found open child-centered cicisrooms to be condusive to inquiry learning while
authoritarian traditional classroods to'hinder or suivress -inquiry learning.

6. Does the teacher direct the students to exercise inquiry protesses? (see handout
for list)

-1. ilaeri reviewing content or processes done previously in clasS-, does thi teacher
Illicit the information from the stUdents with questionS, engaging !them and

, exercising their thinking skille
8. How,confident and relaxed does the teat:her seam doing inquiry/process science?

Student Behavior
1. Do the students ioose questions freely, reflecting curious, inquiring minds

as well as ani environment that is safe and encouraging them.te_do so?
2. Do student remain on task-and demonstrate appropriate behaVior? (i.e. do

they demonstrate independent learning skills?)

Design of Activity Itself

1.' Is there an initial question to answer or problem to-solve? (i.e. arathe stu-
dents engaged in problem solving?)

2. Areth'e students actively involved in the physical manipulation of materials?
(handS7on learning)

Physical EVidencu in Classroom ,

1. Are there materials available around the room for students to freely mess about
with and en:- observe?

2. Are then:dear:ling centers or sCiehte tencers- with materials and books for in-
'dependent inquiry?

3. Any other sign; Of inquiryAands-on learning?

While writing up my observations for each Lesson I evaluated, I used this
organizational format:

1. Class size - # of students
2. Grade level
3. Indi.cate Ongoing unit / beginning of new unit / one4hot lesson
4. inditate topic,/ concept / problem
54 -Description of lesson.(including material, teacher and p;udent roles)
6. Evidence of hands-on inquiry/process science (see criteria dek.ribed earlier)
*7. Effective classroOm management
*8. Reflection time, SurwariZo.tion of lesson/concept/skill
*9. Integration of sciente and writing

, -q- tnien4Ostrzt
if --above is not refered to in the evaluation)then it shoud be assumed that it
did not occur.



THE PROCkSSES IN SC.tENC'E

1c11Ce. 14.

Processes are mental activities that are used to acquire knowledge.
Processest,are important to the tetchek because they.are the.means by
mhich the Pupils become more efficient at,probleizsolVing and gaining
general.knowledge including facts; concepts, skills, techniques,
attitudes, Ind Yalues.

Soap processes which have been found to have relevance.for
science teaching are listed below:

sAsre PROCUSSIS
Obse:wing
Communicating
Claseihilg
Using numbers
Measuring
Inferring
Predicting

IIVECRAtED MOMS '

..Coitroiting.oariabtes
Dsfinng eperatiMmany

:intergratimg.Aata.
.Xxierimenting s'

HIERARCHY OF-ThE INQUIRY PROCESiES

Levels of Cooplesi4 t

Higher Level .

Erperistoting

Interpreting dote

Oefining elSirettonally

Contrellinumoriebles,

Prodietiog

Inferring

Keessring

Using nusbers

ClIssifying

Cossonicating

Observing

Lower ltrei

The independent learner exercises creativit,y in inquiry.

.fiFx gmr.0141 Your Ehenwome-14(04`74
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APPENDIX THREE

PROJECT CHRONOLOGY-
_ \
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Chronology Partners in Elementary Science(NSF/PIES)

Winter-Spring 1987:,Recruiting 1987 NSF/PIES, Fellows. Two
all-day Saturday woekshops-(Feb.26-7 March 14), designedto'
introduce inquiry science and process writing', and to-build
community. Pre-institute evaluation intervieWs conducted.

_Summer 1987: Three-week summer workshop (July, 6-24). jrhe
fiest week was an intensive science-progr3m. The second and
thrid weeks included'science Workshops in the morning for
participants. During the afternoons participants deVeloped
and taught science classes foe the Migrant Education
Project. Weekly evaluations.

Winter 1987-1988: Three eelease day activities and four
after-school workshops brought NSF/PIES Fellows together to

,share their classrcdom experiences and be introduced to
additional resources. .

Oct. 16 Reunion/WorkShop (allJday), Franklin Pattemon
Hall, Hampshire College

Dec. 7 Reception/Workshop for PIES PriocipalS

Jan. 25 Project Learning Tree Training, (all-day)
Franklin Patterson Iall, Hampshire College

After-school Workshops by Fellows and Staff, Red Barn,
Hampshire College Feb. 24, MarChl 7, April, 7)

April 5 Re-scheduled (snow) Principal's workshop,
44itchcock Center -for the Environment

A half-time plES Resource Teacher working with the Fellows
in their classrooms. The evalution program continued with
interviews, written questionnaires. Two NSF/PIES Fellows'
present projects at the Massachusetts Teachers Association
Conference, March 1988.

Spring 1988: Recruiting, 1988 N6F/PIES Fellows "(much, of the
recruiting wassdone by the,1967 -Fellows). Two all-day
'Saturday workshops (March 5, April 9) pimiipr to those thel
previous year. Pre-institUté evaluation interviewS,of new
Fellows:

Summer 1988: Three=week institute for 1988 NSF/PIES Fellows
(July 5-22) following a,similae pattern to the previous
year, but with more science-focused wo:shops. Ten of the
,1987 Fellows completed curriculum packets. Weekly.
evaluations of-the institute..
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Winter 198874989: Again three-release days andsiour after-
-

school, events.,, 1988 NSF/PIES.,Fellows invited the 1987
NSF/PIES FelloWs t4'participate in all bf these -e4tnts..1

Sept, 29.-Workshpp And ReCeption for PIES Principals
(aftek7scheol, Red Barn,-Hamphhire College)

Oct. 12/13 mms Master (Universi'ty of California,
Berkely) TeacOer Training Worksho0 (rzlea,e day) Campus
Centee', University of Massachusetts.

Nov. 15 Presentation of Summer eurriculum Packets and
P-If Luck Supper, Red Barn, Mappshire College

. t

,Lp, 23/30 Piat.-Museum: Resources at Amherst College
(after-school)

Feb. 6: Lunar Sample Workshop far teachers requesting
Resource Teacher' to bring samples to the classroom
(after-school) Amherst High School

Feb. 27/28 Evaluation Students' Progress in Science
(aftvr=school) Hitchcock Center for the Environment

;

March 28. Water Power:'Resources,in Holyoke treiease
day) Hplybke ChildreW.S' Museum and adjacent Fieritage
Par,c Museuir.

u0-epei 1 t Annual leMentary Science Conference
First'everif-Open'tó all ElOentary_teachers. (after-
s0voPt., Fran lin PatterSon Hall, HaMpriire College

MaV°24.,Post-PIES.Planning Meeting and Closing Picnic,
Red' tarn, 'Hampshire, College

Oalf-tiMe Resource Teachec-,continuing to work with Fellows.
EVaivation'ipterviews and 'Written qUestionnaires for 'kith
cycle of,Fellbws continued. Panel, presentation at Norteast
Regior?al NSTA*Meeting, Portland, ME, October 1988. Wanita
SioUt Laffird,-1987 NSF/PIES Fellow and 1988' staff member,
selected Ag Lucetia Cracker Feliow toispend 1949-199,42
vi'siting "classroom _across rsachusetts, giving Wbekshdps in
"HridsrrOn, Minds-9n Science.
,_," "

13ume:4er 1989: Eight NSF/PIES Fellows worked with Co-Director
Rielard Konicek to t6st PIER projects using cOnstructivist
,zsproach.

Winter 1989-1990: Two release-day and four after-school
workshops scheduled to continue NSF/PIES activities:

Oct. 3.-Evaluating Student's Understanding of Science
(PIES Fellows only, all-day) Wirlits-Hallowell Center,
Mount Holyoke College.
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Jan 10. Second Annual Partners in Elementary ScienCe
Workshop (ailo6day) Carr Labi Mount ikilyoke College

Four Friday afternoon seminars: Sett3ng: thetWórd Out:
Preparing A Workshop (Feb. 2), Preparing for Conference
Presetations (March. 2), Witing for professional
JourAals (March 28), Finding Small Amounts of Money for
Good Pfojects (April 27).

-

Follow-up interviews and questionnaires, four papers being
prepared for publication. Planhing meetings for 1990-1991
academic year scheduled for April-June. Poster presentation
at AAAS, February 19901
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